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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Terrazzo is a material often used for flooring and consists of an aggregate
(typically marble, though glass or other materials are common) in a matrix of
cementitious or epoxy material. The aggregate is exposed and the surface ground
smooth. By using colorful aggregates and a variety of matrix pigmentations an infinite
variety of colorations can be obtained, with a very pleasing and visually exciting final
appearance. The cast-in-place nature allows for the use of terrazzo in delineated patterns
and artistic renderings. Terrazzo is therefore often preferred as a flooring material by
architects, though it can be more expensive than traditional flooring materials. Terrazzo
is generally a versatile, durable and low maintenance flooring material. For these and
other reasons, terrazzo is the preferred flooring material for several Massachusetts
Transportation Agencies and was used exclusively in recent projects at Logan
International Airport.
However, widespread terrazzo cracking has occurred in several elevated
pedestrian bridge walkways at Logan International Airport. Some cracking was reported
shortly after opening of the walkways, but some new cracking has appeared after a
period of time in service. Throughout the construction of these bridges, installation
techniques and methods were altered to mitigate problems as they were discovered.
While the extent of cracking varies widely in the elevated pedestrian bridge walkways,
some cracking has occurred in all structures.
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1.2 Project Outline
This project began as an investigation into the causes of terrazzo cracking
specific to the elevated walkways at Logan International Airport. Its purpose was to
examine the causes of cracking, recommend methods to prevent or repair cracking, and
serve as documentation of some of the advancements in construction practice
implemented in Massachusetts Port Authority (MassPort) projects. Additonal testing
and computer modeling was performed to further examine the properties of terrazzo and
address cracking.
Compressive strength tests were performed on terrazzo samples in order to
establish a minimum strength guideline for cementitious terrazzo. Linear shrinkage and
finite element modeling was used to determine the effects of shrinkage on the
performance of terrazzo. Also, a durability test was performed on terrazzo tiles to
simulate the exposure to pedestrian and suitcase traffic at Logan International Airport.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW AND BACKGROUND INFORMATION

A literature review was compiled to examine the properties of terrazzo and its
installation. Included in this chapter are the methods and results from the preliminary
investigation at Logan International Airport. The information obtained from this
investigation guided further research performed in the laboratory and described in
chapters three and four.
2.1 Overview of Logan Airport Elevated Walkway Cracking
The bridges at Logan International Airport provide an indoor path for
pedestrians from the central parking garage to terminals A, B, C, and E. (Figure 2.1: )
The bridges from parking to terminals A and E were constructed first and have
experienced significant cracking while the bridges from parking to terminals B and C
have minimal terrazzo cracking. Cracking in the A bridge and a portion of the E bridge
has been repaired. Terrazzo cracking is typical throughout the remainder of the E bridge
at the corners of vent openings, bumper supports, and moving walkway ends. The
terrazzo cracking detracts from the overall visual effect of the intricate terrazzo artwork.
The bridges are an important aesthetic feature of Logan. This is highlighted in Figure
2.2 and Figure 2.3.
The A bridge is 385 feet (117.3 m) long. There are three spans with the outer
spans at 123 feet (37.5 m) and the inner span at 139 feet (42.4 m) in length. Support
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structures, or nodes occur at the ends of internal spans. The E bridge is 688 feet (209.7
m) in total length. There are five spans with the outer two at 147.6 feet (45.0 m) and the
inner three spans at 121 feet (36.9 m) long. Both bridges are 24 feet (7.3 m) wide and
their height from top to bottom chord is 18 feet (5.5 m). The A and E bridges were
completed on September 8, 1998.(1) Completed two years later, the B and C bridges
have longer spans but show almost no terrazzo cracking. The B bridge spans are 213,
244, and 260 feet (64.9, 74.4, and 79.2 m, respectively) in length. The C Bridge has two
spans which are 119 and 173 feet (36.3 and 52.7 m) long. Both bridges have a height
from top to bottom chord of 18 feet (5.5m) and a width of 24 feet (7.3 m).
Structures are steel truss bridges with a composite concrete deck. The flooring
material is generally cementitious based terrazzo with a sand cushion underbed. Epoxy
terrazzo was used where there are decorative accent features because it offered an
unlimited number of colors for the artist who created aquatic image designs in the
flooring. Sections of epoxy terrazzo were installed over a sand cushion to provide
continuity in the finished floor elevation.
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North
E Bridge
C Bridge

A Bridge

Parking
Garage

B Bridges
Figure 2.1: Aerial View of Logan Airport Elevated Walkways

Figure 2.2: Exterior View of Typical Elevated Walkway
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Figure 2.3: Artistic Inlay on E Bridge
2.2 Terrazzo Materials
Terrazzo is a finishing material that comprises marble, glass, or other decorative
materials bound in a cement or epoxy matrix. Once used primarily in flooring systems,
it is now often used on stairs and walls as well. Many of the standards used in the
industry are based on standards developed by the National Terrazzo and Mosaic
Association (NTMA).
Although terrazzo systems can be used in a vast number of applications, there
are only two basic types of terrazzo. The two different types of terrazzo differ in the
matrix that is used to bind the aggregate. The terrazzo matrix can be cement or epoxy
based, and in some special situations a combination of the two. Cementitious terrazzo
is typically placed on a sand cushion to absorb any defects in the sub floor. The sand
bed is usually 1.5 to 2.5 inches (35 to 65 mm) thick and the terrazzo topping is typically
½ inch (13mm) thick. The other predominant terrazzo matrix is epoxy. This can be
placed directly on the concrete slab and ranges from ¼ to 3/8 inch (5 to 10 mm). This
system is thinner, lighter, more colorful, and is more durable. In the cases of the bridges
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studied, epoxy terrazzo was placed over a sand cushion to provide continuity in the
finished floor elevation with the adjacent cementitious terrazzo.
2.2.1 Cementitious Terrazzo
In cementitious terrazzo, Portland Cement is used as the binding matrix. White
cement is preferred because, unlike grey cement, it does not interfere with or dull the
colors of pigment and aggregate used in the terrazzo. For use in terrazzo floors, the
cement should exceed the minimum standards of ASTM C-150.
The cementitious terrazzo used on the bridges at Logan International Airport is
supported by a sand cushion. A misnomer, the sand cushion is not just a layer of sand.
It is typically one part Portland Cement to four parts sand with just enough water to
provide workability. The sand cushion is not intended to provide structural strength, but
is placed over the concrete slab to absorb any defects in the slab and prevent cracks in
the slab from propagating into the terrazzo topping. This is intended to provide more
freedom in divider strip spacing as the strips do not need to be placed directly over
corresponding concrete slab joints. Directly over the concrete slab is a thin dusting of
sand and/or then an isolation membrane, separating the sand cushion and terrazzo
surface from the slab. This can be seen in Figure 2.4.
The terrazzo topping used on a cementitious flooring system is generally
recommended to be composed of one 94 pound (43 kg) bag of Portland Cement per 200
pounds (91 kg) of marble chips. Color pigment can be added, if desired, and water
should be added to produce a workable mix while maintaining the lowest slump
possible. (9)
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Figure 2.4 Sand Cushion Terrazzo, courtesy NTMA
2.2.2 Epoxy Terrazzo
According to the National Terrazzo and Mosaic Association (NTMA), epoxy
terrazzo has “Unlimited matrix colors, color control, resiliency, chemical resistance and
tensile-compressive strengths not found in cement based systems. [It is] excellent for
multi-colored patterns and designs. [Its] light weight and flexibility make it ideal for
multi-story use. It has the lowest maintenance cost due to non-absorbency. In sanitary
areas [, it] can be installed with minimal dividers providing seamless characteristics.
When used in conjunction with a flexible membrane as a specified extra, it can absorb
horizontal concrete crack or control joint movement. It also has the quickest pour to
grind installation time. [It] can also be used over properly installed and prepared
plywood. Glass and other decorative aggregates increase costs.” (7)
Epoxy terrazzo includes a resinous two-part binding matrix. This is used in
thin-set terrazzo flooring systems and does not require a sand bed underneath, although
one could be provided. The minimum physical properties can be found in the
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Polyacrylate Terrazzo Specification from the NTMA. (8) Figure 2.5 shows the
anatomy of a typical epoxy terrazzo floor.
The epoxy should be mixed following its manufacturer’s guidelines. By
volume, one part epoxy should be mixed with three parts marble chips. The marble
chips should be a blend of 60% #1 chip and 40% #0 chip. (8)

Figure 2.5 Epoxy Terrazzo
2.2.3 Aggregate
Marble chips are the primary aggregate used in terrazzo. Standard sizes are ¼
and 3/8 inch (5 and 10 mm) but for special applications can be as large as 9/8 inch (30
mm). Marble can also be replaced with onyx, travertine, and some serpentine rocks.
Color is the deciding factor when choosing which aggregate to use. Epoxy terrazzo uses
marble chips from 1/8 to 3/8 inch (3 to 10 mm). Glass chips, frequently recycled, can
also be used in terrazzo. (12)
2.2.4 Divider Strips
The purpose of divider strips in a terrazzo floor system is twofold. The primary
reason for using divider strips is to allow movement, such as shrinkage or thermal
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expansion of the terrazzo and/or substrate, without damaging the terrazzo. This is
accomplished by using divider strips evenly throughout the floor. The spacing of the
divider strips depends upon the type of terrazzo being used. Terrazzo is expected to
shrink, so divider strips are spaced such that the total shrinkage is spread over many
small separations, similar to control joints in concrete placements. Divider strips are
also placed at trouble locations such as expansion joints and sharp corners. The second
reason to use divider strips is to separate different terrazzo mixes for use in decorative
artwork. This allows manufacturers to produce elaborate patterns and images on the
terrazzo floor.
White alloy of zinc, brass, or plastic divider strips are used for function and
aesthetics. For sand cushion terrazzo 1.25 inch (30 mm) deep brass or zinc divider strips
at 14, 16, or 18 gauge widths are often used. Heavy top divider strips can also be used.
Brass and plastic may have a reaction with some resinous materials and should be used
only if deemed safe by the supplier of the resin.
Per the NTMA guideline, the recommended spacing of divider strips for
cementitious terrazzo is 5 feet (1500 mm) (7, 9). However, in 1964, the recommended
divider strip spacing for cementitious terrazzo was even less. “A reduction in cracking
would represent a considerable technical improvement of terrazzo and might also lead
to economy by permitting an increase in the spacing of divider strips above the usual 2
to 3 feet (600 to 900 mm).” (13) This increase in divider strip spacing is most likely
the result of improved terrazzo materials and installation practices which allowed for
larger divider strip spacing. The NTMA guideline does not specify a divider strip
spacing for epoxy terrazzo.
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When a sand cushion is used the divider strip is set in the sand cushion,
otherwise the divider strip is set in a saw cut control joint or an angle section can be
placed on the underlying slab.
2.3 Research at Logan International Airport
Objectives of the research project were to determine the causes of terrazzo
cracking at the walkway bridge structures at Logan International Airport, develop
specifications for terrazzo installation to prevent cracking in future structures and
develop guidelines for repairing existing cracks. In order to provide a means for
impacting current practice, QA/QC and implementation procedures were also addressed.

2.3.1 Determine the Nature of Cracking
In order to evaluate the status of cracking and repairs, the research team made
several visits to Logan International Airport. Data collected included a memo describing
cracking in April 2000 (8). The research team compared this to observations from site
visits in June 2006, January 2007, and April 2007. The research team contacted
representatives from many of those involved in the design and construction of the
bridges, including MassPort, C7A, Weidlinger Associates, and DePaoli. Information
collected included anecdotal comments and specific documentation of memos and
details. Unfortunately, some information such as as-built installation and construction
schedules were not available. Therefore, some anecdotal comments on temperature
effects during construction could not be verified and are not included in the results of
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this report. Terrazzo crack changes were examined and compared over time,
temperature, location, and crack type.
An extensive literature review of manufacturer literature was collected to
determine typical recommendations on specifications and construction practice. The
NTMA member list was used as a primary source of manufacturers and installers.
Contact with manufacturers and installers was made and guide specifications were
requested.
An additional literature review was performed to find available technical
information on terrazzo performance and practice. However, very limited technical
literature was found to exist in the field.
2.3.2 Develop Design Specifications
Existing design specifications for the installation and application of terrazzo
were obtained and evaluated. Almost all specifications use the NTMA Guide
Specifications as a basis, and so this Guide Specification is used as the baseline
specification in this report. An evaluation of applicability of this specification for
elevated walkways was made. Conversations with Terrazzo Installers and Architects
influenced the scope of the proposed recommendations, to ensure that recommendations
were not perceived as overly prescriptive.
2.3.3 Recommend Practical Corrective Actions
Currently repair has consisted of minor grinding and cleaning of cracks
prior to the installation of a terrazzo epoxy resin in a matching shade. A combination of
conversations with architects, terrazzo contractors, and MassPort was undertaken to
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determine the effective repair procedures used in the past. Several examples of repairs
that are showing excellent performance and others that are deteriorating can be found in
the Logan pedestrian bridges. These were used as a basis for recommendations.
2.3.4 Recommend Quality Assurance Inspection Techniques
Quality assurance and inspection guidelines were addressed in order to minimize
the likelihood of terrazzo cracking due to installation or design issues. These were based
on critical aspects of design, contracting, and inspection that appeared to prevent or lead
to terrazzo cracking in the bridges. Evaluations of existing specifications were used to
clarify recommendations.
2.4 Results of Investigation at Logan International Airport
The results of all findings from the investigation at Logan International Airport
are presented in this section. This includes the evaluation of terrazzo conditions and
repairs at the site, determining types and causes of damage, comparing existing
specifications, and providing recommendations for specifications and repair methods for
future projects.
2.4.1 Investigation of Existing Cracking
The architect for the terrazzo floors, Cambridge Seven Associates, Inc. (C7A),
reported on January 18, 2001 (4) the nature of existing terrazzo cracking in elevated
walkways A and E at that time. The review of the terrazzo cracking documented in this
C7A report took place on April 24, 2000.
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Another investigation of the terrazzo cracking on the bridges took place on June
15, 2006 during a visit to Logan International Airport by the Research Team. During
this visit, photographs were taken of visible cracks and their locations were recorded.
The Research Team took another trip on January 26, 2007. This day was chosen
because it the air temperature was 13 degrees F at 3:00pm. Existing cracking was
compared to photographs from the June, 2006 visit, along with the record from April,
2000. The purpose of this second trip was to observe thermal effects on the bridges and
floors.
The following compares the extent of documented terrazzo cracking on April 24,
2000 with the terrazzo cracking present on the A and E bridges on June 15, 2006.
Records of the condition of the B and C bridges prior to June, 2006 have not been
reported, but a comparison was made between the terrazzo cracking on the A and E
bridges to the current condition of the B and C bridges. Also compared are the various
types of terrazzo repairs throughout the bridges.
For each section, a plan view of the bridge is shown with arrows depicting the
starting location and direction of travel during the inspection corresponding the order or
cracks mentioned in this report. All close-up pictures of the floors are oriented with the
direction of travel in the top of the photo unless otherwise noted. If the orientation of the
bridge is clear from surrounding features such as moving walkways, expansion joints,
and bumpers direction of travel is not indicated on the individual photo.
It is important to note that basic flooring terrazzo (generally light to dark gray) is
cementitious terrazzo over a sand cushion, while all artwork (variety of colors and
patterns) is epoxy based terrazzo over a sand cushion. Epoxy terrazzo was used where
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there are decorative accent features because it offered an unlimited number of colors for
the artist who created aquatic image designs in the flooring. Sections of epoxy terrazzo
were installed over a sand cushion to provide continuity in the finished floor elevation.
2.4.2 E Bridge
During the visit to the airport in June, 2006, the investigation of the A and E
bridges began at the E terminal side of the E bridge and continued towards the parking
garage. It then resumed on the other side of the garage and stopped at the A terminal.
This sequence of travel is followed below.
Figure 2.6 shows a plan view of the E bridge. The arrows depict the starting
location and direction of travel during the inspection corresponding the order or cracks
mentioned.

Direction
of Travel
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Figure 2.6 Plan View of E Bridge (Adapted from Ref. 4)
At the beginning of the moving walkway nearest to terminal E, there was “major
cracking at divider strip” reported in 2000 (4). The state of repairs at that time is shown
in Figure 2.7. Since then, that major crack has been repaired with grout (Figure 2.8
through Figure 2.13). The repair shows at least two different grout types were used in
the repair. The repair is currently cracked and uneven, filling a gap that is, in places, as
large as two inches (50 mm) in width. The feathered edges of patch materials led to
additional cracking and chipping from luggage and carts. The dissimilar patch material
also detracts from the aesthetic quality of the terrazzo. This also highlights the necessity
for repair materials to have compatible material properties with the terrazzo, such as its
coefficient of thermal expansion or modulus of elasticity, to provide effective long term
repairs. Separation at the divider strip was also noted (and Figure 2.13). There was no
variation in separation width between the two dates with significantly different ambient
temperatures. It is noted that the interior of all bridges is temperature controlled, but the
overall structure is subject to thermal expansion and contraction due to ambient
temperature changes.
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Crack

Figure 2.7 Large Crack, Beginning of E Bridge (from Ref. 4)

Grout
Repair

Grout
Repair 1

Direction
of
Walkway

Figure 2.8 Beginning of E Bridge, View 1, 6/2006

Grout
Repair

Figure 2.9 Beginning of E Bridge, View 2, 1/2007

Grout
Repair 1

Grout
Repair 2

Figure 2.10 Beginning of E Bridge, View 3, 6/2006
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Grout
Repair 1

Grout
Repair 2

Figure 2.11 Beginning of E Bridge, View 4, 1/2007

Separation

Grout
Repair 2

Figure 2.12 Beginning of E Bridge, View 5, 1/2007

Separation
Figure 2.13 Beginning of E Bridge, View 6, 1/2007
There were no indications of terrazzo cracking between the ends of the moving
walkways closest to Terminal E in 2000 (4). Currently, there are signs of very minor
terrazzo cracking and separation. Figure 2.14 shows almost no separation from the
divider strip. It is barely visible, approximately 1/16 in (1.5mm) and represents an
acceptable amount of separation. A chip can be seen missing from Figure 2.15, most
certainly a piece of aggregate. This was most likely chipped out from a suitcase wheel
as a result of the minor separation that is shown. There was also slight terrazzo
separation approximately 65 feet (20 m) from the walkway cutout. This can be seen in
Figure 2.16.
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Slight
separation

Figure 2.14 Separation from Divider Strip near Terminal E, View 1, 6/2006

Crack

Aggregate Missing

Figure 2.15 Separation from Divider Strip near Terminal E, View 2, 6/2006

Slight
Separation

Figure 2.16 Separation from Divider Strip near Terminal E, View 3, 6/2006
There were signs of terrazzo cracking in 2000 at the end of the moving
walkways just before reaching the support node (4). The node is essentially an enclosed
pier that supports the bridge, unlike the majority of the columns which are exposed.
This was described as “minor chipping” but Figure 2.17 shows not only minor chipping
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from the corner of the plate, but also noticeable separation of the terrazzo from the
divider strip along with grout repairs. Figure 2.17, Figure 2.18, and Figure 2.19 show
significant separation along the divider strip at the end of the first walkway. This is
located along the divider strip at the edge of the cover plates. Minor repairs were made
with grout.
It is very important to note that similar angles (both acute and obtuse) of divider
strips are shown in Figure 2.18 and Figure 2.19 separating epoxy (lighter) and
cementitious (darker) based terrazzo materials. Although separation from the divider
strip is similar in both materials, only the cementitious based materials have required
repairs.

Repaired using
grouts 1 and 2

Separation

Figure 2.17 End of First Moving Walk of E Bridge, View 1, 6/2006

Figure 2.18 End of First Moving Walk of E Bridge, View 2, 6/2006
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Figure 2.19 End of First Moving Walk of E Bridge, View 3, 1/200
Slight separation is also noticeable in the node, so small that it is only noticeable
when looking at the divider strip very closely. This acceptable separation is shown in
Figure 2.20. This can be compared to the wider separations of Figure 2.18 and Figure
2.19 which are clearly visible.

Figure 2.20 Acceptable Separation, Barely Visible, 6/2006
During construction, a major repair was made to terrazzo abutting the expansion
joint at column line E5 in the South Node along bridge E (4). It was noticed that the
edges of the expansion joint were not level and the contractor removed and reinstalled
three inches (75mm) from the south side of the expansion joint with terrazzo. This
repair is labeled “Construction Repair” in Figure 2.21 and Figure 2.22.
Based on the evaluation in 2000 (4) the construction repair performed very well,
with no deterioration. However, there were, “major cracks, spalling on this side of
expansion joint” referring to the side that was not repaired during construction. This
deterioration can be seen in Figure 2.21 from that report. Since then, a repair has been
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completed similar to the construction repair. Approximately 3 in (75 mm) of terrazzo
topping was removed and replaced to mirror the repair that had been made during
construction. This can be clearly seen in the visit in 2006 (Figure 2.22). Both repairs
have held up very well.

PostConstruction
Repair
Location

Construction
Repair

Figure 2.21 Expansion Joint, South Node, E Bridge, 4/2000 (From Ref. 4)
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Construction
Repair

PostConstruction
Repair
Figure 2.22 Expansion Joint in South Node of E Bridge, 6/2006
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Moving onward past the node, heading towards the parking garage, in 2000 there
were “cracks at edge of escalator plate and divider strip.” (Figure 2.23) (4) Since then,
multiple repair techniques have been used, including up to three different types of
mortar or grout and a poorly applied epoxy, as shown in Figure 2.24 to Figure 2.29. The
grout repairs have separated and cracked. The epoxy repair was not completed, and is
neither level with the surrounding terrazzo floor nor smooth. New grout material was
placed between the 2006 and 2007 site visits (Figure 2.27). This gives the appearance
of a continual maintenance issue at this location. Along the same divider strip, which is
even with the corners of each walkway plate, there is significant separation
(approximately 0.5 in (13 mm)) present between the divider and abutting terrazzo.
(Figure 2.30) This is not apparent from the 2000 report (4), although some separation
may have been seen and simply placed under the vague description of “cracks at edge of
escalator plate and divider strip.”

Direction
of
Walkway

Figure 2.23 Start of Second Walkway, E Bridge, 4/2000 (From Ref 8)
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Direction
of
Walkway

Figure 2.24 Start of Second Walkway, E Bridge, View 1, 6/2006

Figure 2.25 Start of Second Walkway, E Bridge, View 2, 1/2007
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Epoxy with
marble chips
Grout
Repair 2

Grout
Repair 1

Figure 2.26 Start of Second Walkway, E Bridge, View 3, 6/2006

New Repair,
after June 2006

Figure 2.27 Start of Second Walkway, E Bridge, View 4, 1/2007

Epoxy with
marble chips

Figure 2.28 Start of Second Walkway, E Bridge, View 5, 6/2006
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Epoxy with
marble chips

Figure 2.29 Start of Second Walkway, E Bridge, View 6, 1/2007

Grout repair and
major separation
from divider strip

Direction
of
Walkway

Figure 2.30 Start of Second Walkway, E Bridge, View 7, 6/2006
There is some minor terrazzo cracking evident at approximately 52 feet (16 m)
from the start of the second walkway. (Figure 2.31) This terrazzo cracking appears to
be from shrinkage, as it has separated just slightly from the divider strip. However, this
gap is greater than the normally desired separation in divider strips. This was one of the
few locations where a larger separation was noted in the epoxy based material. In almost
every other case, if there was a difference, the cementitious material showed a greater
separation. This is partly due to larger spacing of divider strips in the cementitious
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placements, but was shown to be larger in at least some locations where divider spacing
was identical in both materials.

Separation

No separation

Cementitious
Epoxy
Figure 2.31 50’ From Start of Second Walk, E Bridge, 6/2006
No terrazzo cracking was mentioned near the bumpers in 2000 (4), but are now
present. It is not clear whether these cracks were not present or were not considered to
be significant. Bumper supports show different types of terrazzo cracking. The cracking
appears to be related to the bumper support geometry, position of the support relative to
a divider strip and difficulty in placing and finishing terrazzo at the supports. Below are
three examples, all from the second span of the E bridge. The first example shows a
support that was built at the end of a divider strip (Figure 2.32). This support shows
some cracking behind the bumper where there is no divider strip. The second example
shows a support installed away from any divider strips and terrazzo cracking is very
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noticeable. (Figure 2.33) Figure 2.34 shows a support installed approximately 6 inches
(150 mm) away from a walkway plate. A large crack runs from the support directly to
the plate. It is noted that all bumper supports are rectangular with sharp corners, which
would cause stress concentrations should terrazzo contract. Cracking generally initiated
at these corners.

No divider strip
Crack

Divider strip
Figure 2.32 Bumper Crack, End of Second Walk, E Bridge, 6/2006

Crack

No divider strip

Figure 2.33 Bumper Crack, End of Second Span, E Bridge, 1/2007
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Crack

No divider strip

Figure 2.34 Bumper Crack, Start of Second Span, E Bridge, 6/2006
At the end of the moving walkways on the second span of the E bridge, the
January report stated that the terrazzo near the plates was “ok.” Without a photograph
provided, it is difficult to ascertain a concise meaning of the word, “ok.” As of June 15,
2006, there is significant separation form the divider strip (Figure 2.35, Figure 2.36, and
Figure 2.37) and a poor repair method in Figure 2.38 and Figure 2.39. This repair
appears incomplete, with epoxy terrazzo including marble chips placed on top of the
damaged area, but with apparently minimal surface preparation or subsequent grinding.
It is interesting to that the separation between terrazzo and divider strip is significantly
greater on the left-hand side of Figure 2.35 through Figure 2.38 than the right-hand side.
Separation was much greater in the cementitious based (dark gray) than the epoxy based
(lighter, blue) terrazzo as indicated by repairs to the cementitious material in Figure 2.38
and Figure 2.39. Also, there is no visible difference in the magnitude of separation from
6/2006 to 1/2007, dates of extreme ambient temperature variation.
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Figure 2.35 End of Second Walkway, E Bridge, View 1, 6/2006

Figure 2.36 End of Second Walkway, E Bridge, View 2, 6/2006

Figure 2.37 End of Second Walkway, E Bridge, View 3, 1/2007

Figure 2.38 End of Second Walkway, E Bridge, View 4, 6/2006

Figure 2.39 End of Second Walkway, E Bridge, View 5, 1/2007
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Moving onto the third span, the start of the final set of moving walkways was
also deemed “ok” in 2000 (4), and this appears to still be the case today. The terrazzo
that was placed around the corner of the walkway plate is an epoxy terrazzo used in the
surrounding artwork. (Figure 2.40) This led to a shorter divider strip spacing, which, in
addition to the use of an epoxy matrix, may be responsible for the crack prevention at
this location. Along the same divider strip, separation was visible at locations of
cementitious terrazzo (Figure 2.41). This separation was not mentioned by C7A in 2000
(4). Some repairs have occurred in the E bridge starting at this location.

Figure 2.40 Start of Third Walkway, E Bridge, 6/2006

Figure 2.41 Separation at Start of Third Walkway, E Bridge, 6/2006
The following three pictures show examples of damage that were not listed by
C7A in 2000 (4). They all occur along the span of the E bridge closest to the parking
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garage. The first two pictures show assumed repairs of similar crack patterns, namely a
circular crack around the intersection of divider strips. These were likely similar to that
shown in Figure 2.18 and Figure 2.19. First is an example of a repair that was done
properly, with the exception of color-matching (Figure 2.42). It appears that the epoxy
terrazzo of nearby artwork was used as a repair, likely during construction. A very well
matched repair is shown in Figure 2.43. The third is the only example of terrazzo
separation from a divider strip that runs perpendicular to the longitudinal direction on
any bridge (Figure 2.44). Separation is approximately 0.02 inch (0.5 mm).

Smooth
Repair,
Poor Color
Matching

Figure 2.42 Repair with Color Mismatch, E Bridge, 6/2006
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Circular
Crack

Figure 2.43 Repair near Middle of Third Walk, E Bridge, 6/2006

Figure 2.44 Separation near Middle of Third Walk, E Bridge, 6/2006
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A description of “major cracking, spalling at expansion joint” where bridge E
meets the parking garage was noted in 2000 (Figure 2.45). This has since been repaired.

Figure 2.45 Expansion Joint at E Bridge and Garage, 4/2000 (From Ref. 4)
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2.4.3 A Bridge
Figure 2.46 shows the start location at the parking garage and the direction of
travel corresponds to the order of the following pictures of Bridge A. A contract for
repairs to the terrazzo within this structure (as well as the last section of the E bridge)
had been completed prior to the start of this project.
There is a slight discoloration apparent in the terrazzo near the divider strips
seen in Figure 2.47. This may be associated with applying the terrazzo too soon after
the underlying sand cushion was installed, allowing excessive bleeding of moisture
through the terrazzo.

Direction
of Travel

Figure 2.46 Plan View of A Bridge (Adapted from Ref. 4)
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Figure 2.47 Discoloration, A Bridge, 6/2006
Bridge A shows two repairs that were not only well done with terrazzo, but also
incorporate a soft neoprene cushion between two divider strips. Such a divider was not
provided at any locations in the E bridge. The first repair is near 13 feet (4 m) from the
start of the walkway on the garage-side of the bridge. (Figure 2.48 and Figure 2.49)
The second example of this is at a similar location at the opposite end of Bridge A.
(Figure 2.50) These appear to have been very effective for crack prevention.

Figure 2.48 13’ From Start of Walkway, A Bridge, View 1, 6/2006

Figure 2.49 13’ From Start of Walkway, A Bridge, View 2, 1/2007
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Figure 2.50 End of Walkway, A Bridge, View 1, 6/2006
A crack is mentioned in the January report by the walkway plate as “cracking at
corner.” This damage has since been repaired (Figure 2.52 and Figure 2.52). The repair
is smooth, well matched and no further terrazzo cracking has developed since the repair
was made.

Figure 2.51 End of Walkway, A Bridge, View 2, 6/2006

Figure 2.52 End of Walkway, A Bridge, View 3, 1/2007
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2.4.4 B and C Bridges
B and C bridges have almost no cracking present in the terrazzo. Improvements
in installation and specifications were made during the construction of the B and C
bridges. Two major changes include the use of flexible material between a double
divider strip at critical locations. Details are similar to the repaired divider strip in the A
bridge that was shown in Figure 2.48 through Figure 2.50. Another example occurs at
the moving walkway corner and is shown in Figure 2.53. Once again, divider strips with
flexible material infill were used in the entire region where cracking was significant in
the E bridge. The terrazzo on the bridge to terminal C has a lighter shade and a lighter
soft-joint material was used for color matching (Figure 2.54). This mitigated the
problems found in the E bridge. Details and comparative performance can be compared
between Figure 2.53 and Figure 2.7, Figure 2.17, Figure 2.25, Figure 2.37, and Figure
2.52. Similar details were used throughout the B and C bridges.

Figure 2.53 Walkway Cover Plate Joint, 6/2006
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Figure 2.54 Soft Joint at Moving Walkway End on C Bridge, 1/2007

There are only two major cracks found on the B and C bridges. One is located at
approximately quarter-span from the node to parking terminal of the eastern-most of the
B bridges and is shown in Figure 2.55. It is noted that this indicates a separation that
occurred along the divider strip across the rest of the bridge. At the point of the crack
there was no separation from the divider strip. It is likely that there was adhesion
between the terrazzo and divider strip at this location of sufficient magnitude to force
the crack to develop within the terrazzo. Subsequent traffic has led to additional
deterioration along this crack, with extent of deterioration largest at the surface of the
terrazzo. Cracking of this type may be prevented by providing a bond inhibitor on
divider strip surfaces. The rest of the B bridges do not exhibit similar cracking
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Figure 2.55 Crack at Quarter-span on Eastern B Bridge, 6/2006
There is also a 3/8 inch (10 mm) separation located approximately 33 feet (10
m) from Terminal B shown in Figure 2.56. This separation has been recently filled with
grout.

Figure 2.56 Large Crack Approaching Terminal B, 6/2006
There is no other significant terrazzo cracking on the B and C bridges, although
some minor cracking at bumper supports and vent opening locations has occurred.
These are not readily visible to users of the structure.
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2.4.5 Nature of Cracking
The terrazzo cracking on bridges at Logan International Airport can be
categorized into five basic types referenced to their locations. These are divider strip
separation and cracks, moving walkway end cracks, expansion joint cracks, bumper
support cracks, and vent opening cracks.
2.4.5.1 Divider Strips
Although much of the terrazzo cracking adjacent to divider strips also happens
to be located near walkway ends, the following shows typical examples of terrazzo
separation near divider strips that are isolated from walkway ends. (Figure 2.57 and
Figure 2.58) Once occurring, wider separations are prone to additional deterioration
from traffic on the bridge, such as luggage wheels.

Figure 2.57 Divider Separation, Example 1, 6/2006

Figure 2.58 Divider Separation, Example 2, 6/2006

Figure 2.59 shows discoloration near divider strips on bridge A. This
discoloration is from bleeding of moisture from the sand cushion underbed, most likely
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during curing. This would likely weaken the terrazzo at these locations as well as
provide a visual disparity. Discoloration occurred frequently on bridge A.

Discoloration

Figure 2.59 Discoloration, 6/2006
2.4.5.2 Moving Walkway Ends
There is frequent terrazzo cracking located at the ends of the moving walkways.
Figure 2.60, Figure 2.61, and Figure 2.62 are typical walkway-end cracks on bridge E.

Large
Separation
Figure 2.60 Moving Walkway End Repair, E Bridge, Example 1, 6/2006

Figure 2.61 Moving Walkway End Repair, E Bridge, Example 2, 6/2006
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Grout
Repair
Figure 2.62 Moving Walkway End Repair, E Bridge, Example 3, 6/2006

2.4.5.3 Expansion Joints
Typical cracking at an expansion joint is shown in Figure 2.63. These locations
have all been repaired in the Logan International Airport bridges.

Cracking at
Expansion
Joint

Figure 2.63 Expansion Joint, E Bridge, 4/2000 (From Ref. 4)
2.4.5.4 Bumper Supports
Bumper support locations exhibit different types of terrazzo cracking. The
cracking initiates at the corner of the support and seems to be related to the position of
the support relative to a divider strip. Below are three examples, all from the second
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span of the E bridge. The first example shows a support that was built at the end of a
divider strip. This support shows minimal terrazzo cracking just behind it. (Figure
2.64) The second example shows what appears to be a relocated bumper support. A
core appears to have been removed from placed terrazzo and a new support installed. It
is interesting to note that there is no cracking surrounding this patch. (Figure 2.65) The
third example shows a support installed approximately 6 inches (150mm) away from the
walkway plate (Figure 2.66) with cracks again initiating at the corner of the support.

Figure 2.64 Bumper Support Crack, E Bridge, Example 1, 6/2006

Figure 2.65 Bumper Support Repair, E Bridge, 6/2006
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Figure 2.66 Bumper Support Crack, E Bridge, Example 2, 6/2006
2.4.5.5 Vent Openings
Figure 2.67 shows a typical crack that propagates from the corners of vent
openings. These cracks were very common on the E bridge, but occurred fairly
frequently in all bridge structures.

Crack

Figure 2.67 Vent Opening Crack, E Bridge, Example 1, 6/2007
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2.5 Reasons for Terrazzo Cracking at Logan International Airport
Just as there are many different types of cracks, there are also various reasons for
terrazzo cracking. These can be described as cracking due to stress concentrations,
cracking due to differential movement, and cracking due to impact loads.
Stress concentrations typically occur at sharp re-entrant corners of slabs. These
re-entrant corners occur at the edge of bumper supports, corners of vent openings, and
some details around walkway openings. Shrinkage of the terrazzo would cause a tension
stress at the corner location. Tension stresses can also build up due to shrinkage between
divider strips if there is any restraint to free contraction, such as if bond develops
between the divider strip and terrazzo. Differential movement could occur when a crack
occurs in a slab and there is no sand cushion between the slab and terrazzo topping.
Adhesion between the terrazzo and slab could cause a stress concentration at the crack
location, propagating the crack through the terrazzo. This has been mitigated at the
Logan International Airport bridges through the use of a sand cushion in all terrazzo
applications. Another form of differential movement exists when terrazzo panels shrink
away from divider strips and adjacent strips. This provides a separation at these
locations relative to the spacing of divider strips. If a gap exists in the terrazzo, such as
at a crack or separation from divider strips, traffic across this gap can impact the
terrazzo and cause significant deterioration, loosely defined as “cracking” in this report.
Typically, aggregate is loosened by luggage wheels. Missing aggregate provides a wider
gap, increasing the impact loads from foot traffic and suitcase wheels. Any repairs at
these locations which have feathered edges (in thickness) are easily cracked and
deteriorate rapidly.
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Separation of the terrazzo from the divider strips occurred throughout the
bridges, although predominantly on the A and E bridges. Most of these cracks were
very small and went unnoticed except under the most careful eye. This indicates
uniform shrinkage and is the goal of proper terrazzo installation. The divider strip
spacing is typically 80 inches (2000 mm) in the Logan International Airport bridge
structures. However, for cementitious terrazzo typical specifications require a maximum
divider strip spacing of 60 inches (1500 mm) or less (9). Wider spacing will result in
larger separations and is very likely to cause the noticeably uneven separation from
divider strips found in the bridge structures. Subsequent deterioration at these locations
is likely due to impact loads from traffic.
The ends of the moving walkways house the motors that drive them. These are
located underneath large metal plates that cover the motor and its housing. Cracks found
near these covers typically start at the corner away from the start of the walkway and run
laterally across the floor, following the divider strip, and sometimes reach the adjacent
moving walkway. These cracks typically are associated with separation from the
divider strip and subsequent terrazzo cracking from impact loads. The structural slab
would likely include a control joint along this location, though this could not be verified
for the bridge structures as control joints were not marked on construction drawings.
However, the openings for the motors extend through the structural slab and would
cause stress concentrations at the corners. Therefore there is the likelihood that
differential movement could be significant at these locations due to presence of control
joints. Use of divider strips at these locations which had a flexible fill to accommodate
differential movements did not exhibit any cracking.
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Vibrations from the motors are not likely to cause these particular cracks. Upon
visiting the site, no vibration was detected near the walkway ends due to motors. The
motors rest on dampers that reduce vibration transmitted to the structure. Vibrations due
to wind load were much more prominent during the visits. Installed walkways are also
required to meet vibration standards, per Reference 1, which should not cause cracking
of the surrounding terrazzo. Wind induced vibrations highlight the more flexible nature
of these structures (as compared to the terminal buildings), which may warrant more
stringent specification criteria.
Expansion joints are another place where severe terrazzo cracking takes place.
The purpose of expansion joints is to allow for expansion and contraction between
adjacent sections of the structure. In addition to post-construction shrinkage, normal
expansion and contraction on the bridge causes separation from the joint. Once the
terrazzo separates from the joint, even slightly, it is more apt to be broken from suitcase
wheels and normal wear and tear. Another major factor is the fact that expansion joints
include a very flexible seal covering at the edge of the terrazzo flooring rather than a
continuity of solid flooring. At this location there is a likelihood of differential height of
materials and bounce of wheel loads.
Bumper supports in these structures are rectangular with relatively sharp corners.
These corners result in stress concentrations in the terrazzo. Some are placed in line
with divider strips while others are not. Supports that are not in line with divider strips
have more significant terrazzo cracking, as they are guaranteed to have re-entrant
corners. Further spacing to the nearest divider strip results in additional shrinkage at
these locations, resulting in higher stresses.
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The corners of vent openings are cracking because of their sharp corners.
Cracks found at vents typically start at the corners and run outward. The sharp corners
are more prone to cracking due to stress concentrations. It has not been determined
whether or not the cracks at the corners of vent openings occurred during curing or postconstruction, but it is suspected to be during construction.
2.6

Crack Prevention Methods
Prevention of cracks is based on the mitigation of the causes of cracking noted in

the previous section. This includes limiting stresses, differential movement, and impact
load effects.
To eliminate terrazzo cracking near other divider strips it is important to follow
the NTMA specification recommendations on divider strip spacing. Strips should be
placed at 5 feet (1500 mm) or less with cementitious terrazzo. Due to the flexible
nature of pedestrian bridge structures, it may be advisable to maintain a closer divider
strip spacing of 4 feet (1200 mm) or less as recommended for installation of terrazzo on
flexible metal formwork. (10) Divider spacing on epoxy floors is bound only by the
artwork planned for the terrazzo, although judgment is required to minimize excessively
long spacing. Divider strips should also be placed at all locations of control joints in
structural slabs, even when a sand cushion is provided. At locations where significant
differential movement is possible, such as at control joints, divider strips provided with
a flexible fill should be provided. These should routinely be provided incrementally
along a structure (such as at every 3rd or 4th divider strip location) to avoid the possibility
of separation being concentrated at specific locations. A bond breaker, whether non-
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adhering strip material or dustings of sand dust, should be provided at all divider strips
to avoid cracks propagating into the terrazzo adjoining the divider strip.
Divider strips including a flexible fill should comprise a composite divider with
neoprene or silicone rubber in between divider strips. This extra cushioning allows for
more expansion and contraction at the joint.
A method of preventing crack propagation near walkway ends has already been
employed on the B and C bridges. By installing a neoprene strip between the access
plate and its adjacent divider strip (Figure 2.68) in conjunction with composite dividers
across the remainder of the bridge, terrazzo cracking can be minimized. These dividers
minimize effects of corner stresses and potential slab control joint at the walkway
boxout. This was used extensively on the B and C bridges. When these soft joints were
used, terrazzo cracking was not observed.

Figure 2.68 Flexible Soft Joint, C Bridge, 6/2006

At expansion joints, details such as those used in the E bridge should be used
(Figure 2.69). Divider strips should be placed on both sides of the expansion joint with a
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strip of terrazzo in the middle. Another divider strip should be installed approximately
three inches (75 mm) from each side of an expansion joint. The divider strip at the
expansion joint should include a flexible, soft joint. This 3 in (75mm) separation allows
much better control for matching elevations of adjoining sections of terrazzo, minimizes
any possible separation from divider strips, and provides confinement to the terrazzo
material.

Figure 2.69 Expansion Joint Detail

Minimizing terrazzo cracking at bumper supports requires minimizing stress
concentrations in the terrazzo material. Avoiding sharp corners in support geometry can
minimize stresses. Placing divider strips in line with the supports would reduce
shrinkage stresses and eliminate some reentrant corner details. If this is done, the strip
should continue through to the back side of the support as well. This was effective
when used on the elevated walkways. The use of an oval box out around the support
penetration would likely be even more effective. This could be formed during
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construction or cored after terrazzo is placed. This was effective as shown in Figure
2.65. Another solution could be to use circular, rather than rectangular, supports though
this would likely not be as effective as the other methods.
To prevent cracks at the corners of vent openings, terrazzo corners should be
filleted with a radius of at least ½ in (13 mm). Corners would be hidden by vent covers,
so the fillet edge should have no effect on appearance. The rounded corners can be part
of the formwork or beveled with a grinder after construction. This will minimize crack
propagation from the corners of vent openings. Further investigation may be required to
determine a minimum effective radius of curvature. This technique could also be
employed on all square corners at holes throughout a terrazzo flooring system to prevent
cracking. Reentrant corners should be avoided.
Adding an ASTM strength requirement for all terrazzo (cementitious and epoxy)
materials may be an effective means to control cracking. This has been found to be
present in some specifications, specifically the NTMA specification for epoxy terrazzo
and the EnviroGLAS epoxy terrazzo specification (8, 5). Compressive strengths are
related to tension and impact capacity. Therefore, strength requirements would provide
a minimum resistance due to stress concentrations and impact load. Master Terrazzo
Technologies, LLC (6) includes such criteria for cementitious terrazzo floors, requiring
a lower limit in compressive strength of 4,800 psi (33 MPa). This is a reasonable
strength requirement but further testing may be needed to determine an appropriate
value. Also, epoxy terrazzo flooring systems are more than cementitious based terrazzo
and could also minimize floor cracking. Use of epoxy terrazzo over a sand cushion
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worked well and should be considered for flexible structures. Table 2.1 summarizes
crack prevention methods for terrazzo installation.
Table 2.1 Crack Prevention Methods Summary
Potential Crack Locations Prevention Methods
Divider Strips
-Follow maximum spacing requirement of 5 feet (1.5 m)
(consider stricter criteria of 4 feet (1.2 m) for bridge structures)
-Use of soft joints at critical locations
-Minimum terrazzo strength requirement
Moving Walkway Ends
-Soft joints surrounding reentrant corner at housing cover
-Minimum terrazzo strength requirement
Expansion Joints
-Soft joints on each side of expansion joint
-3 inch (75 mm) terrazzo strip adjacent to soft joints
-Additional divider strip adjacent to 3 inch (75mm) terrazzo strip
-Minimum terrazzo strength requirement
Bumper Supports
-Avoid sharp corners
-Divider strips in line with support, or provide box out
-Minimum terrazzo strength requirement
Vent Opening Corners
-Beveled corner
-Minimum terrazzo strength requirement

2.7 Recommended Repair Methods
As there are various types of cracks found on the terrazzo floors at Logan
International Airport, there are also different methods which have been employed for
repairing cracks. Some cracks are more serious than others and require more intensive
repairs. Other cracks are out of the way of traffic and sight and may be deemed
unnecessary to repair. The following recommendations for repair techniques address
the major types of cracks found on the terrazzo floors at Logan International Airport and
how to effectively repair them. Recommendations include permanent repairs required to
meet the recommendations of new construction, as well as recommendations for
temporary maintenance type repairs.
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When cracking or separation at a divider strip is significant along the entire
length of the divider strip, a temporary solution is to patch the area with mortar such as
in Figure 2.7. This method is inexpensive and quick to apply. However there are some
obvious disadvantages. The first is that it is very visible and does not blend into the
existing material. It also must be considered a temporary repair, as deterioration is
expected due to non-compatible thermal properties and brittle nature of the material.
Feathered edges of the patch material must be avoided, as these are subject to
subsequent cracking. Some grinding to minimize a feather edge would be required.
Despite the negative aspects, this can be an effective temporary mitigation against
further deterioration of the terrazzo flooring until full repairs can be made.
A permanent and more extensive repair would involve removal of the area that
is cracked back to sound terrazzo material. Removal should occur on both sides of the
divider strip at a distance of at least 2 in (50 mm). Replacement of terrazzo material and
a composite (flexible infill) divider strip would then occur. A composite divider strip
would be required as damage indicates a tendency for significant separation at this
location, which will be mitigated with this type of divider strip. An example of this type
of repair was shown in Figure 2.48.
If cracking is only at a specific location (likely a corner) of divider strip a more
localized repair is called for. This should include the removal of damaged terrazzo back
to sound material, a minimum of 2 in (50 mm). A matched terrazzo of similar type and
properties to the original can then be placed as shown in Figure 2.43. This repair
requires significant equipment to provide a flush grinding of the new material to match
the existing flooring and would likely require a terrazzo contractor.
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For isolated cracks in the middle of a panel a method similar to that just
described could be used. Epoxy injection may also be effective, though it is noted that
this would be difficult if not impossible if a sand cushion is provided as epoxy would
propagate into this substrate material rather than the crack.
Cracks found at the corners of moving walkway ends are similar to cracks that
develop due to excessive separation from divider strips. In this regard, the repair
methods are similar. The best and most expensive repair involves removing terrazzo
beyond the crack so that a new flexible joint can be placed and new terrazzo material
placed against the existing terrazzo floor. When this type of repair is completed flexible
material should also be placed around the walkway opening as was shown in Figure
3.65. Once again, grout can be used as a temporary solution but feathered edges should
be minimized.
Expansion joints should be repaired as they were in Bridge A. The terrazzo
should be removed beyond the damaged area for a distance to accommodate a new
divider strip 3 in (75 mm) from the expansion joint as well as at least 2 in (50 mm) into
terrazzo beyond this. A soft joint should be installed adjacent to the expansion joint and
new, matching terrazzo should be installed where the damaged flooring was removed.
Bumper support and vent opening cracks are typically located away from foot
traffic and pedestrians’ lines of sight. In general, these cracks are not prone to
subsequent deterioration due to being out of the lane of traffic. As a result, expensive
repairs at these locations may not be worth the cost, particularly if the cracks are barely
visible and non-intrusive to travelers. The level of urgency to repair these cracks is up
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to the discretion of the owner. If the cracks are out of the way and not expected to
worsen, then leaving them alone is a perfectly viable option.
Bumper supports that are not in line with divider strips are prone to crack when
the terrazzo floor shrinks while curing. A minimal repair may include filling,
smoothing, and polishing the crack with epoxy. If cracking consists of a serious
problem, a circular core could be removed to intentionally put a break in the terrazzo
around the support, though this would require the removal/replacement of the bumper.
The core could then be filled with terrazzo similar to the surrounding floor. This method
was used to move bumper supports, not as a repair method, but was effective as seen in
Figure 2.65. If the cracks are too long to effectively replace a core of terrazzo in such a
fashion, such as in Figure 2.66, then filling, smoothing, and polishing the crack with
epoxy is a low-cost alternative.
Vent opening cracks could similarly be repaired with filling, smoothing, and
polishing the crack with epoxy. To prevent future cracking grinding of vent opening
corners to remove sharp corners may be effective.
2.8 Evaluation of Existing Specifications
In order to evaluate existing specifications and determine the industry standard,
available specifications in addition to those used on the Logan International Airport
elevated walkways were sought. The NTMA website was an invaluable resource for this
activity. The site includes guide specifications for sand cushion terrazzo, epoxy terrazzo
and a specification for relatively flexible floors (9, 8, and 10). In addition, an extensive
list of NTMA members is included on the web pages. The research team attempted to
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email, call, or locate a web page for all companies listed as manufacturers and/or
installers (43 suppliers, 127 contractors). Companies were asked to provide a reference
specification that they typically use. Responses from 40 companies (16 suppliers, 24
contractors) were obtained. Others had outdated contact information or no response was
received. Finally, specifications used on the Logan International Airport bridge
structures and other sample terrazzo specifications were obtained from either MassPort
or C7A.
In general, it was found that the NTMA guide specifications are an industry
standard, being used by many companies with little or no modification. For this report,
the NTMA sand cushion specification (9) is used as a point of reference for all
comparisons. Other specifications felt to be representative of those obtained and
included in this report are those from C7A (3) and comparison information used by
Master Terrazzo Technologies LLC (6) (not a specification). These are cited for
comparison purposes only, and are not meant to be an endorsement of any given
specification. Those referenced herein are provided in Appendix A.
Each of these NTMA guide specifications (9, 8 and 10) is similar to one another.
The organization includes sections on general requirements, products, and execution. Of
particular interest are the matrix qualities required in the materials sections and the
inspection and installation sections of the execution sections. The epoxy and sand
cushion specifications address differences in installation of the two binding matrices.
The third specification is for terrazzo installation over permanent metal forms.
Although permanent metal forms were not used on the elevated walkways at Logan
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International Airport, concerns regarding flexible floors may be of relevance to the
Logan bridges due to their long spans.
The first major difference between the NTMA specifications is the thickness of
the terrazzo system being installed. Epoxy terrazzo systems are only ¼ to 3/8 inch (5 to
10 mm) nominal thickness. This is because the epoxy system does not require a sand
cushion underbed. Epoxy terrazzo can be applied directly to the slab, though it is noted
that the Logan International Airport structures included a sand cushion below the epoxy
terrazzo in order to maintain consistent terrazzo elevations. Typical cementitious
terrazzo floors are 2.5 inch (65 mm) thick with a 2 inch (50 mm) sand cushion underbed
and ½ inch (13 mm) thick nominal terrazzo topping. This differs from terrazzo systems
placed over flexible metal forms, which require a minimum of 2.5 inch (65 mm) of sand
cushion and, again, ½ inch (13 mm) of terrazzo topping, for a total of at least 3.0 inches
(75 mm) thickness. Divider strips in cementitious terrazzo are embedded in the
underbed, while epoxy placements require either an angle section to rest on the slab or a
saw cut into the slab where control joints are placed.
The first part of the specifications, part 1, addresses general issues. Each subsection in this part is the same for all three specifications. The related works specified
in other sections quality assurance, submittal, deliver, storage and handling, and
guarantee, are all similar.
The second part of the specification is products. Clearly, the materials subsection begins to differ substantially. The cement and epoxy matrices are totally
different materials. However, without regard to the fact that they are completely
different materials, there are still additional differences between the specifications.
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First, the epoxy specification calls for minimum strength requirements. These
are hardness, tensile and compressive strengths, coefficient of thermal expansion, bond
strength and chemical resistance. The criteria make reference to ASTM test methods
and requirements for minimum strength or exposure. There are no such requirements for
the cementitious terrazzo. Instead aggregate content to cement is specified, but
“sufficient potable water to produce a workable mix” is left to the interpretation of the
contractor. For cementitious materials the water to cement ratio is the major determinant
of the compressive strength of the final material. Compressive strength is directly
related to tensile strength and impact resistance, which are properties which would
determine the resistance to cracking. The terrazzo for placement over permanent metal
forms is also specified as having a cementitious binding matrix, therefore it too has the
same materials section. However, the flexible form placement also requires specific
strength for the underbed (4000 psi (28 MPa) at 3 in (75mm) slump). This is likely to
ensure stiffness in the floor system. The provision of a structural slab under the flooring
system in the Logan International Airport bridges would meet this requirement.
Second, under section 2.01.D (products, materials, strips) for the sand cushion
terrazzo specification, a divider strip spacing of 5 feet (1500 mm) or less is required to
“provide ample control of the anticipated shrinkage that will take place” in the terrazzo.
In section 3.02.A.2 (execution, installation, underbed) for the specification on terrazzo
over permanent metal forms, a divider strip spacing of 4 feet (1200 mm) or less is
required. This is the only major discrepancy between each of these sand cushion
specifications. This limitation on strip spacing for placement over metal forms is
needed due to the increased movement associated with placement over such forms. The
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movement on the large bridge spans, although not identical to movement from
placement over metal forms, may still be reason to limit spacing on similar bridge
projects to the lower value. At control joints in the slab the epoxy system requires a
control joint in the terrazzo as well. Cementitious systems only require divider strips at
intersections of precast decking, assuming that the “isolation membrane” will arrest
cracking and that sand cushion will absorb any slab cracking at control joints.
The final part of the specifications, part 3, describes the execution phase of the
flooring system. The inspection sub-section (3.01) is similar in all three, but more
specific for epoxy terrazzo. This is because the epoxy terrazzo does not have a sand
cushion beneath the terrazzo topping to absorb defects in the slab. Therefore, the
concrete slab must be inspected more closely to determine whether or not the surface is
suitable for terrazzo application. It is emphasized that “cracks in substrate will usually
be transmitted through topping to surface” for epoxy terrazzo.
Installation is different for each. While the cementitious mixes require the
installation of the sand cushion underbed, the epoxy terrazzo specifies the preparation of
the subfloor. Epoxy terrazzo is placed within divider strips and smoothed with a trowel.
Cementitious terrazzo is first smoothed with a trowel, then rolled and compacted to
extract excess cement and water, and finally smoothed again with a trowel. The
grinding and sealing is similar in each specification.
The specifications used in the installation of the terrazzo floors on the bridges at
Logan International Airport were developed specifically for the project by C7A (3).
These are included in Appendix A. As with all specifications evaluated, the C7A
specifications generally follow the NTMA guidelines for sand cushion terrazzo (9).
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However, instead of having separate cementitious and epoxy terrazzo specifications,
these are combined in C7A documents. The C7A specification frequently cites the
NTMA guidelines and often directs readers to refer there for further information. The
following summarizes the major differences in specifications.
The C7A specification was updated after the completion of the A and E bridges.
Aside from minor editing changes, the only significant difference between the A and E
bridge and the B and C bridge specifications is that a particular brand of surface sealer
and application technique is called for in the latter specification. This change is not
likely to affect terrazzo cracking.
C7A 09400 is developed specifically for individual projects. Comparison to a
later version developed for a different project was made. Although the floors in this
project are not located on bridges, differences in the guide specification are still
relevant. In addition to format changes, there are stricter requirements for installation.
The surface is required to vary less than 1/8 inch (3 mm) in 12 feet (3650 mm). Also, a
minimum of 70% marble chips or custom aggregate in the mix is required to be visible
at the surface of the floor. Flatness restrictions could affect terrazzo cracking from
impact load by preventing uneven surfaces. The composition of the mix may increase
hardness of the composite material. However, it these are not thought to be primary
improvements to prevent cracking, but more closely related to aesthetics.
There is also a key difference in the divider strip requirements in the later C7A
specification titled Bulletin No. 286. (3) This addition to the C7A terrazzo specification
was included to address the use of flexible, or soft, joints in terrazzo floors and could
provide a guide for incorporating these materials. The provision for neoprene filler
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between two divider strips is new, and this may have a significant impact on cracks that
result from expansion and contraction. As noted previously, the use of these divider
strips was likely a primary cause for the improvement in performance in the B and C
bridges. Also, the heavy-top divider strips are required to be plastic. This may also
impact the propagation of separation and terrazzo cracking near divider strips. There is
no mention of divider strip spacing in any C7A specification. Strip spacing is
established in the NTMA guidelines. However, it appears that an allowance for an
increase in spacing was allowed at Logan International Airport. This in itself was not
the cause of crack formations in the bridges, but could exacerbate any problems.
One additional document that adds information to the NTMA documents comes
from the Master Terrazzo Technologies, LLC web page (6). In this page a comparison
of epoxy and typical sand cushion cementitious terrazzo properties are listed. While the
purpose of this is to show the advantages of the company’s preferred material there are
some valuable statements made. Epoxy strength requirements listed exceed NTMA
values by 20%. Cementitious strengths are provided for the underbed (1,800 to 3,000
psi (12 to 21 MPa)) and grout (4,800 to 7,000 psi (14 to 48 MPa). These could be used
as basis for required strengths. In addition, a comment notes that “independent
maintenance have documented the lower maintenance costs of epoxy vs. cement due to
density of the surface, resistance to staining, and the higher strength for resistance to
loads and stress at strip locations.”
Strength and hardness requirements may be an effective means to reduce
cracking and minimize propagation of damage to terrazzo. A lower limit of 4,800 psi
(14 MPa) compressive strength is a suitable starting point. It appears that these
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specification requirements are specific to terrazzo components (cementitious grout or
epoxy matrix materials) rather than composite terrazzo material. It is then implied that
performance of individual components will result in a minimum performance of the
terrazzo material. These component requirements are simple to relate to ASTM testing
standards for mortars, epoxies, and aggregates. No ASTM standards are directly
applicable to a composite terrazzo material, in which placement thickness is much
thinner than concretes, but the composite non-uniform nature of the composite makes
testing of very small specimens subject to aggregate distribution and size. The relation
of component requirements to composite performance is hampered by vague statements
in the specifications such as “sufficient water to provide workability at as low a slump
as possible” for the underbed and “sufficient potable water to produce a workable mix”
for the cementitious terrazzo mix.
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CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND TESTING

Three different tests were performed on terrazzo samples in order to evaluate
certain strength and serviceability properties of the material. First, cementitious
terrazzo was tested for compressive strength to help develop a minimum strength
criterion for future terrazzo installations. Second, cementitious terrazzo samples were
instrumented to measure linear shrinkage. This information was needed to establish an
appropriate guideline on minimum divider strip spacing. It was also needed for a finite
element analysis which modeled the shrinkage of terrazzo around a vent hole. (See
chapter 5) Finally, precast cementitious terrazzo tiles were exposed to cyclic durability
tests in which a weighted wheel was rolled across gaps between tiles. The purpose of
these wheel tests was to examine wheel damage on tiles that were setup to mimic
separation from divider strips.

3.1 Compressive Strength Tests
Compressive strength was tested following ASTM C 109, “Standard Test
Method for Compressive Strength of Hydraulic Cement Mortars.” This involved
pouring 2 inch (5.1 cm) cubes and loading them to failure. The cube molds can be seen
in Figure 3.1. Newly poured samples were obtained from DePaoli Mosaic Company on
two occasions from the same job site. The samples can be seen in Figure 3.2. The first
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samples were poured on 10/10/2007 and the second samples were poured on 11/1/2007.
Nine cubes were taken from each pour. Every sample from the first pour was moisturecured for the first seven days. From the second pour, all but three were moisture-cured
in the same fashion. The remaining three were allowed to cure in an air-dry condition.
All samples were tested at 28 days.

Figure 3.1 Cube Molds
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Figure 3.2 Terrazzo Cubes for Compression Testing

3.2 Linear Shrinkage Tests
Linear shrinkage data was determined following ASTM C 157, “Standard Test
Method for Length Change of Hardened Hydraulic-Cement Mortar and Concrete.” In
this test, the terrazzo was poured in four 1 x 1 x 10 inch (2.5 x 2.5 x 25.4 cm) prism
molds. Newly poured samples were obtained from DePaoli Mosaic Company on two
occasions from the same job site. The first samples were poured on 10/10/2007 and the
second samples were poured on 11/1/2007. The molds are shown in Figure 3.3 and the
bars are shown on Figure 3.4. The instrument used to measure the linear shrinkage was
a demountable mechanical strain gauge (DEMEC). This can be seen in Figure 3.5.
After the terrazzo had cured sufficiently to allow the application of DEMEC points to
the sides of the prisms, initial readings were taken. Linear shrinkage was then measured
for 28 days.
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Figure 3.3 Linear Shrinkage Bar Molds

Figure 3.4 Terrazzo Bars for Linear Shrinkage Testing
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Figure 3.5 DEMEC Gauge
3.3 Durability Tests
Similar to concrete, terrazzo shrinks as it cures. On the Logan Airport
walkways, the terrazzo shrank away from the divider strips after it was poured, leaving
gaps. It is believed that part of the damage to the Logan walkways was caused by
pedestrian traffic and wheeled suitcases rolling over the gaps adjacent to divider strips.
The goal of these durability tests was to simulate damage from a suitcase and determine
the critical variables which result in that damage.
Precast terrazzo tiles, generously supplied by DePaoli Mosaics Company, were
used in the wheel durability tests. The tiles were each 6 x 6 x 5/8 inches (15 x 15 x 1.6
cm). These can be seen in Figure 3.6. The parameters examined in the tests were wheel
diameter, gap size, a vertical offset, push or pull motion, and tile material. Eleven tests
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were performed with two tile edges tested each time. This resulted in 22 tested tile
edges.

Figure 3.6 Terrazzo Tiles for Wheel Durability Test

3.3.1 Durability Test Setup
The two tiles for each test were separated by a 2 inch (5.1 cm) wide steel divider
bar. This simulated an adjacent divider strip that was still flush with terrazzo on one
side. The tiles represented the terrazzo that had pulled away from the divider strip after
curing. Gaps of one eighth inch, one quarter inch, and one half inch were created by
inserting spacers in between the steel divider bar and the tiles. Two heavy steel bars
were used to clamp the tiles onto the load frame. Sheets of rubber were placed in
between every contact point along the clamp assemblage for the tiles. The rubber
prevented pieces from moving while the test was running. This setup can be seen in
Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7 Terrazzo Tile Placement

A servo-controlled hydraulic actuator was used to automate the motion of the
wheel. It was bolted to the load frame at the far end and rested freely on cribbing. This
was sufficient, as there was very little force being applied from the actuator to the
terrazzo tiles. The weight of the actuator held it in place.
A steel plate was mounted to a swivel at the free end of the actuator. The swivel
was locked in place so it could not rotate; it was only used to adjust the position of the
setup before each test. Welded to the steel plate was a 7.75 inch (20 cm) long section of
square steel tube. This was positioned vertically and acted as a bracket. Slotted inside
this was another smaller section of square steel tube. Welded to this section of tube, on
the bottom end, was a small plate that acted as a wheel mount. The wheels were bolted
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to the wheel mount, allowing them to be changed easily. Attached to the top end of the
inner tube section was a bracket that allowed weights to be securely stacked. This setup
can be seen in Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9.

Figure 3.8 Wheel Durability Test Setup Drawing

Figure 3.9 Wheel Durability Test Setup
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The wheels chosen were caster wheels. This allowed them to travel in a natural,
unforced fashion that was intended to mimic typical wheel traffic at an airport. The
wheels were 2.5, 2, and 1 inches (6.4, 5.1, and 2.5 cm) in diameter and all were 1 inch
(2.5 cm) wide. The wheels can be seen in Figure 3.10.

Figure 3.10 Wheels Used In Test
3.3.2 Durability Test Parameters
Six test variables were examined. One test examined the difference in durability
between epoxy and cementitious terrazzo tiles. The epoxy tile was expected to be much
more durable than its cementitious counterpart. After that, the most important
parameters were initially believed to be gap size and wheel diameter. Three gap sizes
and three wheel diameters were used in the tests. Gaps of one eighth inch, one quarter
inch, and one half inch were created by inserting spacers in between the steel divider bar
and the tiles. These two variables were believed to be directly proportional to each
other.
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Two tests were performed with performed with the tiles raised one quarter inch
from being flush with the surface of the steel divider bar. This vertical offset was
intended to simulate the damage possible if the terrazzo was to become elevated relative
to the divider strip from its initially flat surface. Also, one test was performed to
examine the effects of adding additional weight to the wheel. This test had 50 lbs (222
N) of vertical force applied to the wheel instead of the 30 lbs (133 N) that was used in
all other tests. Finally, during each of the eleven tests, one tile simulated a wheel bring
“pushed” and another tile simulated a wheel being “pulled” across the setup. A
summary of the test parameters can be seen in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Wheel Durability Test Parameters
Variables
Values
Material
Epoxy, Cementitious
Wheel Direction
Push, Pull
Wheel Diameter
1, 2, 2.5 inches (2.5, 5.1, 6.4 cm)
Gap Width
1/8, ¼, ½ inches (3.2, 6.4, 12.7 mm)
Vertical Offset
0, ¼ inches (6.4 mm)
Weight
30, 50 lbs (133, 222 N)
Cycles
100, 200, 500, 1000, 2000, 5000, 10000, 20000
Constants
Values
Stroke
5 inches (12.7 cm)
Frequency
1 Hz
Max. Speed
16 in/sec (41 cm/sec)

3.3.3 Durability Test Procedure
After the tiles were clamped to the load frame, the actuator was lowered into
place such that the wheel was centered on the two inch steel bar. This was the set point
for the actuator. The stroke was set at +/-2.5 inches (6.4 cm) from the set point to allow
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for the wheel to move sufficiently beyond the gaps on every pass. The load function
was a normal sine curve with amplitude of 2.5 inches (6.4 cm) and a frequency of 1
hertz. This resulted in a maximum wheel speed of 16 inches per second (41 cm/s) at the
middle of the stroke. In one second the actuator travels exactly ten inches, but its
maximum speed occurs every time the wheel crosses the set point and its velocity is
zero at each end of the stroke.
The steel bars used to clamp the terrazzo tiles also served as a guide for the
actuator. Since the shaft of the actuator was circular and not elliptical, it was free to
rotate about its longitudinal axis. The steel bars were placed as close to the wheel
mount assembly as possible to prevent the top-heavy setup from overturning.
A counter was used to automatically deactivate the hydraulic pump after a
certain number of cycles was reached. The test was stopped eight times, ending at a
maximum of 20,000 cycles. This represented heavy use on the tiles and was sufficient
in showing trends in wheel damage. The testing outline is seen in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2 Wheel Durability Testing Outline

Test
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Tile
E1
1
2
3
4
2
7
5
5
6
5
8
2
1
1
2
1
8
7
8
9
10

Edge
A
A
A
A
A
B
A
B
D
A
A
C
D
B
D
C
C
A
C
D
A
A

Wheel
Direction
Push
Pull
Push
Pull
Push
Pull
Push
Pull
Push
Pull
Push
Pull
Push
Pull
Push
Pull
Push
Pull
Push
Pull
Push
Pull

Gap
Width
(inches)
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.125
0.125
0.125
0.125
0.125
0.125
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
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Wheel
Diameter
(inches)
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Vertical
Offset
(inches)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0
0

Weight
(lbs)
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
50
50

CHAPTER 4
RESULTS
The following shows the results from tests performed on terrazzo samples in the
structural engineering laboratory in Gunness Hall. These results include compressive
strength values, linear shrinkage curves, and visual analysis of the damage from the
wheel durability tests.
4.1 Compressive Strength Tests
The compressive strength of terrazzo samples was obtained by crushing 2 inch
(5.1 cm) cubes until failure. 18 samples were tested. 3 of these samples were left to
cure in the open air, while the rest were moisture-cured for the first 7 days. The results
for 28 day compressive strength can be seen in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 Compressive Strength of Terrazzo Samples
Indoor Sample
Poured on
10/10/2007
Sample
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
avg
std dev

Tested on
11/7/2007
Compressive
Strength
(psi)
6410
5347
6615
7182
5508
6690
5185
6428
5605
6108
666

* indicates samples not moisturecured

Outdoor Sample
Poured on
11/1/2007

1
2
3
avg
std dev

Tested on
11/29/2007
Compressive
Strength
(psi)
3183*
3046*
3101*
3110
56

4
5
6
7
8
9
avg
std dev

6577
6572
6186
6264
5651
6947
6366
404

Sample
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The average compressive strength of the terrazzo obtained on 10/10/2007 was
6108 psi (42.1 MPa) with a standard deviation of 666 psi (4.6 MPa). The average
compressive strength of the moisture-cured terrazzo poured on 11/1/2007 was 6366 psi
(43.9 MPa) with a standard deviation of 404 psi (2.8 MPa). The slight increase in
strength between pours may be attributed to the fact that it was raining on 10/10/2007.
The terrazzo mix on that date had a noticeably higher slump than the mix from
11/1/2007. This would account for the slight discrepancy in values.
The average compressive strength of the dry-cured terrazzo samples poured on
11/1/2007 was 3110 psi (21.4 MPa) with a standard deviation of 56 psi (0.4 MPa). It is
obvious that curing cementitious terrazzo in a moist environment increases its strength
by approximately a factor of two.
4.2 Linear Shrinkage Tests
The linear shrinkage measurements were taken using the DEMEC strain gauge.
Readings were taken multiple times within the first day after the samples were poured.
Then readings were taken in regular increments until a 28 day measurement was
obtained. Readings were taken from 3 sides of the first pour and all 4 sides of the
second pour. Shrinkage curves for each bar were created by averaging the shrinkage on
all sides of the bar. The shrinkage curves from the first pour can be seen on Figure 4.1.
The shrinkage curves from the second pour can bee seen on Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.1 Shrinkage Curves, Samples poured 10/10/2007
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Figure 4.2 Shrinkage Curves, Samples poured11/1/2007
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30.00

The first samples did not begin moisture-curing until the fourth day after they
had been poured. They continued moisture curing until the seventh day, therefore were
moisture-cured a total of three days. This accounts for the sudden spike in the data.
One sample, however, was left to cure in the ambient air of the laboratory. This sample,
“A”, does not experience the same significant spike. However, it seems that all samples
from the pour do experience an expansion, generally between days 7 and 10. This may
be due to an increase in air moisture present at the time, but may also be the result of
human error reading the DEMEC gauge. This is expected to have little effect on the
final readings. The averaged shrinkage data for the samples from the first pour can be
seen in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2 Average Linear Shrinkage Data, Samples Poured 10/10/2007
Time
Elapsed
(days)
0.38
0.46
0.67
1
2
5
6
9
12
21
28

Length Change (%)
A (dry)
0.00
-0.03
0.00
-0.02
-0.07
-0.12
-0.14
-0.13
-0.14
-0.19
-0.23

B
0.00
0.00
-0.08
-0.01
-0.05
-0.08
-0.04
-0.03
-0.12
-0.19
-0.21

C
0.00
-0.01
0.02
-0.08
-0.11
-0.06
-0.09
-0.04
-0.10
-0.14
-0.17

D
0.00
-0.02
0.02
0.00
-0.05
-0.08
-0.04
-0.05
-0.12
-0.16
-0.18
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The bars from the first pour contracted between 0.18 and 0.23%. After the first
few days, the curves began to slowly taper off. The dry sample, “A”, had the largest
shrinkage at 0.23% at 28 days. This was expected. Unfortunately, many of the DEMEC
points fell off of the bars over time, ending useful data at 28 days. A few shrinkage
measurements were taken beyond 28 days, but this was typically limited to one side of a
bar, at best. Furthermore, linear shrinkage observed at 28 days represents the majority
of shrinkage during the lifetime of terrazzo and will be adequate for use in the finite
element model in Chapter 5.
Two of the samples from the second curve were moisture-cured throughout the
first seven days of curing. These were samples “F” and “G”. Samples “E” and “H”
were left to cure in the open air. The averaged shrinkage data for samples from the
second pour can be seen in Table 4.3. As expected, the dry samples underwent more
rapid contraction during the first seven days. However, it seemed that the curves all
began to approach a similar value beyond 14 days. Sample “E” was cracked during
removal from its mold, but a repair was attempted before DEMEC points and zero
readings were attached. This can be seen in Figure 4.3. It was hoped that the crack
would not affect the shrinkage data, but it may be a possibility. It contracted by 0.17%
of its original length. The 28-day shrinkage of rest of the bars from the second pour is
between 0.11 and 0.13%. These values are smaller than those from the first pour, but
this may again be due to the fact that the first mix was slightly thinner. The slight
increase in water content would certainly affect its shrinkage, and this coincides with the
results.
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Table 4.3 Average Linear Shrinkage Data, Samples Poured 11/1/2007
Time
Elapsed
(days)
0.50
1.00
2.00
5
7
14
21
28

Length Change (%)
E (dry)
0.00
-0.06
-0.11
-0.13
-0.15
-0.15
-0.16
-0.17

F
0.00
-0.01
-0.03
-0.06
-0.05
-0.08
-0.10
-0.11

G
0.00
0.00
-0.01
-0.04
-0.07
-0.09
-0.11
-0.13

H (dry)
0.00
-0.03
-0.09
-0.10
-0.12
-0.10
-0.11
-0.11

Figure 4.3 Cracked and Repaired Linear Shrinkage Bar
The shrinkage data from each bar was then averaged to create a single shrinkage
curve. This shrinkage estimate is conservative as all bars from the linear shrinkage tests
were used. This curve can be seen in Figure 4.4. The shrinkage on the curve is 0.16%.
This is the value that will be used in the finite element analysis for terrazzo shrinking
around a steel vent hole.
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Figure 4.4 Average Shrinkage Curve of All Samples

4.3 Wheel Durability Tests
The wheel durability tests were examined visually. A numbering system was
established in order to quantify the visual data from photographs. The numbering
scheme went from zero to four, with four being the worst. A value of “0” indicates that
no damage can be seen. A value of “1” indicates that light damage is visible and this is
typically a small amount of material has chipped away. A value of “2” is used to
quantify moderate damage. This involves larger pieces of aggregate missing from the
terrazzo, often over the entire breadth of the contact area with the wheel. A value of “3”
indicates heavy damage. This indicates full damage to the edge of the tile. A value of
“3” represents full failure of the material with large pieces of aggregate missing from
the entire width of the contact surface with the wheel. Tile edges with this value
typically did not worsen, as eventually the sharp upper edge of the tile is worn down and
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acts as a ramp for the wheel, minimizing further damage. A value of “4” indicates total
destruction of the terrazzo. This only occurred once in all of the testing and it was with
the worst possible combination of test variables. A visual outline of the numbering
scheme can be seen in Figure 4.5.
An outline of the damage observed in all tests can be seen in Table 4.4. This
displays the test outline sorted by the order in which the tests were performed. A
damage number is given to each test at five hundred, ten thousand, and twenty thousand
cycles. The damage observed on all tests at each of these cycles is displayed in Figure
4.6 through Figure 4.27. These figures are placed in the order of testing and located at
the end of this chapter.
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“0”
Zero
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“1”
Light
Damage

“2”
Moderate
Damage

“3”
Heavy
Damage

“4”
Totally
Destroyed

Figure 4.5 Damage Scale
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Table 4.4 Wheel Durability Test Damage Outline

Test
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Tile
E1
1
2
3
4
2
7
5
5
6
5
8
2
1
1
2
1
8
7
8
9
10

Edge
A
A
A
A
A
B
A
B
D
A
A
C
D
B
D
C
C
A
C
D
A
A

Wheel
Direction
Push
Pull
Push
Pull
Push
Pull
Push
Pull
Push
Pull
Push
Pull
Push
Pull
Push
Pull
Push
Pull
Push
Pull
Push
Pull

Gap
Width
(inches)
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.125
0.125
0.125
0.125
0.125
0.125
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

Wheel
Diameter
(inches)
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Vertical
Offset
(inches)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0
0

Weight
(lbs)
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
50
50

Damage Value at
Given Cycles
500 10,000 20,000
0
0
0
3
3
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
2
3
3
0
1
1
4
x
x
1
2
2
1
2
2
1
1
2
1
2
2
0
0
1
0
1
2*
0
1
3*
1
2
3
0
1
2
1
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
1
2
3
0
2
2

4.3.1 Material Comparison
The very first test performed compared the durability of one epoxy tile and one
cementitious tile. Using the 2.5 inch (6.4 cm) wheel and a ½ inch (1.3 cm) gap, the
epoxy tile was placed in the push position, which was expected to be the more
destructive of the two wheel directions. The 2.5 inch (6.4 cm) wheel was used in the
first two tests because the 2 inch (5.1 cm) and 1 inch (2.5 cm) wheels were still being
fabricated. The damage from the first test can be seen in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7.
Not surprisingly, the epoxy tile showed no sign of damage throughout the
entirety of the test, which lasted through 20,000 cycles. The epoxy terrazzo has a
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minimum required compressive strength of 10,000 psi (69.0 MPa), per the NTMA
specifications. With an average cementitious terrazzo strength of only approximately
6,000 psi (41.4 MPa), it was expected that the epoxy tile would see less damage that its
cementitious counterpart.
Because there already exists an NTMA guideline for minimum strength in epoxy
terrazzo, but not in cementitious terrazzo, it was decided that the rest of the testing on
durability would be focused on cementitious tiles. This was also chosen because visible
damage occurred far earlier in the cementitious tile than the epoxy tile, which saw no
visible damage. However, the cementitious tile saw damage immediately, even at only
100 cycles.
4.3.2 Wheel Direction Comparison
Each of the eleven tests performed compared the effects of pushing versus
pulling the wheel. It was expected that the push direction would cause more damage,
and this was almost always the case. Test numbers 3, 4, and 6 are all excellent
examples of how the push direction causes greater damage. Damage from test 3 can be
seen in Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11. Damage from test 4 can be seen in Figure 4.12 and
Figure 4.13. Damage from test 6 can be seen in Figure 4.16 and Figure 4.17.
First, the damage occurs faster in the push direction. Test number 6 shows quick
development in damage on the push side, while the pull side sees almost no visible
damage. Second, it seems that the greater damage can ultimately be produced by the
push direction. The best example of this is test number 4, which did not make it past
500 cycles. With a ½ inch (1.3 cm) gap and 1 inch (2.5 cm) wheel, the impact from the
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wheel onto the tile was much deeper than with other tests. This led to more force being
applied to the edge of the tile before the wheel rolled up and over.
When the wheel is in the pull direction, as it hits a bump it has a tendency to ride
up and over the obstacle. However, when the wheel is being pushed into a gap, the
impact is more severe. This is because the angle of the bracket holding the wheel is
aimed down in the push direction and up in the pull direction. In the push direction, the
wheel has a tendency to push down and into the edge of the tile with greater force. On
the other hand, the wheel has a tendency to move up and over the gap in the pull
direction.
4.3.3 Wheel Size Comparison
It was expected that the wheel size would play an important role in the extent of
the damage to the floors at Logan Airport. This was true in the tests performed in the
laboratory, also.
Tests 2, 3, and 4 each had a ½ inch (1.3 cm) gap. With this and other parameters
held constant, the wheel diameter was changed between 1, 2, and 2.5 inches (2.5, 5.1,
and 6.4 cm). Focusing on the push direction, we can see that the damage developed at a
slower rate with the bigger wheel in test number 2. The damage occurred faster with the
2 inch (5.1 cm) wheel in test number 3. Finally, the sample was totally destroyed in a
mere 500 cycles with the 1 inch (2.5 cm) wheel in test number 4. Damage from test 2
can be seen in Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9. Damage from test 3 can be seen in Figure 4.10
and Figure 4.11. Damage from test 4 can be seen in Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13.
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Tests 5 and 6 each had a gap of ¼ inch (6.4 mm). Looking at the pull direction
in these two tests, the 2 inch (5.1 cm) wheel caused no noticeable damage through
20,000 cycles. Expectedly, the 1 inch (2.5 cm) wheel caused moderate damage after
20,000 cycles. However, there was little difference in damage between the push and
pull direction for both of these tests. This is a trend that continued when looking at tests
7 and 8, the 1/8 inch (3.2 mm) gap tests. Damage from test 5 can be seen in Figure 4.14
and Figure 4.15. Damage from test 6 can be seen in Figure 4.16 and Figure 4.17.
In tests 7 and 8 it was more difficult to draw connections between the visible
damage. In the push direction from each test, the damage was similar, but slightly
worse with the 2 inch (5.1 cm) wheel, going against intuition. This may be attributed to
differences in the individual tiles that were used. For example, tile 1 seemed to
experience heavy damage more frequently that other tiles. Damage from test 7 can be
seen in Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.19. Damage from test 8 can be seen in Figure 4.20 and
Figure 4.21.
4.3.4 Gap Size Comparison
Gap size was expected to also have a major effect on tile damage. While an
increase in wheel diameter typically resulted in less damage, and increase in gap size
was expected to increase the damage. The two parameters are also inversely
proportional from a geometric standpoint.
Tests 4, 5, and 7 all have a constant wheel diameter of 1 inch (2.5 cm). By
varying the width of the gap between ½, ¼, and 1/8 inches (12.7, 6.4, and 3.2 mm), it is
clear that the gap size affects the damage done to the tiles. In both the push and pull
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directions damage occurs faster and heavier with the larger gap width, and progressively
lessens as the gap size decreases. The pull direction of test 7 used tile number 1. This
develops heavy damage towards the end of the test even though far less was expected.
This may be due to the material properties of the individual tiles, however, as they were
taken from different job sites. Damage from test 4 can be seen in Figure 4.12 and
Figure 4.13. Damage from test 5 can be seen in Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15. Damage
from test 7 can be seen in Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.19.
Another strange result is the pull direction of test number 8. This test had a 2
inch (5.1 cm) wheel with a 1/8 inch (3.2 mm) gap, but saw more damage than the pull
direction in test 5 which had a ¼ inch (6.4 mm) gap. It seems that as the gap size
becomes smaller, the more strength of the tile becomes more critical. A stronger tile
will hold up to wheel abuse longer than a weaker one. Damage from test 8 can be seen
in Figure 4.20 and Figure 4.21.
4.3.5 Vertical Offset Comparison
Two tests were run with the tiles positioned ¼ inch (6.4 mm) higher than the
steel divider bar. The expected result was that elevating the tiles with a vertical offset
would increase the damage.
Tests 6 and 10 each had a gap width of ¼ inch (6.4 mm) and a wheel diameter of
2 inches (5.1 cm), but test 10 also had a vertical offset. In both the push and pull
directions, the tiles in test 10 experienced more severe damage that occurred faster in
the duration of the test. This supports the assumption that a vertical offset will poorly
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affect the performance of terrazzo floors. Damage from test 6 can be seen in Figure
4.16 and Figure 4.17. Damage from test 10 can be seen in Figure 4.24 and Figure 4.25.
Interestingly, there is little difference between tests 9 and 10. Tests 9 and 10
each have a 2 inch (5.1 cm) wheel diameter and a ¼ inch (6.4 mm) vertical offset, but
their gap sizes are 1/8 inch (3.2 mm) and ¼ inch (6.4 mm), respectively. It seems that
with a large enough wheel and small enough gap, the vertical offset begins to control the
failure of the terrazzo edge. With both tests having the same vertical offset and wheel
diameter, the gap width did not have a significant effect on the damage to the tile edges.
This stresses that it is quite important to maintain proper flatness over the surface of the
terrazzo floor. It is also clear that a well installed sand cushion that will not move,
crush, or otherwise fail, is equally valuable in the performance of a terrazzo flooring
system. Damage from test 9 can be seen in Figure 4.22 and Figure 4.23. Damage from
test 10 can be seen in Figure 4.24 and Figure 4.25.
4.3.6 Weight Comparison
The final test compared the effects of using a larger weight on the wheel. All
other tests used 30 lbs (133 N) of weight above the wheel, so 50 lbs (222 N) was used in
test number 11. With a 2 (5.1 cm) wheel diameter and ¼ inch (6.4 mm) gap, it was
compared with the results of test number 6, which had the same wheel size and gap
width. Damage from test 11 can be seen in Figure 4.26 and Figure 4.27. Damage from
test 6 can be seen in Figure 4.16 and Figure 4.17.
The damage was visibly worse with the heavier weight. In test number 6, there
was no damage seen in the pull direction. However, with more weight added to the
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wheel, moderate damage was seen as soon as 10,000 cycles. The push direction in test
11 also had heavier damage at the end of the test when compared with test 6.
This is understandable, as a larger weight on the wheel has two negative effects.
First, it is pushing downward on the tile with 66% greater force than the rest of the tests.
However, with terrazzo having a typical compressive strength of 6,000 psi (41.4 MPa),
it’s doubtful that 50 lbs (222 N) would have any major effect on the performance of the
tiles. The real problem is the momentum of the wheel. With 66% greater mass, it is
harder for the tile to redirect the wheel’s motion when it strikes. The wheel strikes the
tile’s edge with increased momentum and inertia and causes amplified damage upon
impact.
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Figure 4.6 Test 1 Pull
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Figure 4.7 Test 1 Push
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Figure 4.8 Test 2 Push
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Figure 4.9 Test 2 Pull
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Figure 4.10 Test 3 Push
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Figure 4.11 Test 3 Pull
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Figure 4.12 Test 4 Push
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Figure 4.13 Test 4 Pull
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Figure 4.14 Test 5 Push
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Figure 4.15 Test 5 Pull
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Figure 4.16 Test 6 Push
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Figure 4.17 Test 6 Pull
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Figure 4.18: Test 7 Push
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Figure 4.19: Test 7 Pull
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Figure 4.20 Test 8 Push
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Figure 4.21 Test 8 Pull
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Figure 4.22Test 9 Push
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Figure 4.23 Test 9 Pull
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Figure 4.24 Test 10 Push
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Figure 4.25 Test 10 Pull
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Figure 4.26 Test 11 Push
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Figure 4.27 Test 11 Pull
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CHAPTER 5
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF TERRAZZO SHRINKAGE

A finite element model was used to determine an appropriate fillet radius around
reentrant corners specific to vent holes at Logan Airport. Tensile cracks at these
locations are likely caused by the sharpness of the corners and a rounded corner is a
solution to this problem. The following discusses the finite element model that was
created to simulate stress concentrations at reentrant corners around vent holes.
5.1 Summary of Reentrant Corner Cracking Problem
Although there are many different types of cracks found in the terrazzo floors at
Logan, the most frequently found cracks are located at vent openings. These cracks all
run diagonally away from the reentrant corners at the vents. The vents are
approximately 6 x 14 inches (15 x 36 cm), positioned just 3 inches (7.6 cm) away from
the edge of a 7 x 7 foot (2.1 m) terrazzo slab.
Clearly shown in Figure 5.1, one can see the ¼ inch (6.4 mm) steel edge strips
that are used to keep the vent hole open when the terrazzo is poured. Since the terrazzo
is bound by a cementitious binding matrix, it shrinks during curing just like a grout,
mortar, or concrete. However, the steel edge strips do not shrink while the terrazzo
cures. This contraction around an effectively rigid boundary results in stress
concentrations at corners and, in turn, cracking. Finite element analysis was used to
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model the shrinkage around the vent holes and show that this is a major reason behind
this type of cracking.

Figure 5.1 Vent Hole Crack
5.2 Summary of Cementitious Terrazzo Proprties
In cementitious terrazzo, Portland Cement is used as the binding matrix. The
cementitious terrazzo used on the bridges at Logan Airport is supported by a sand
cushion. A misnomer, the sand cushion is not a layer of sand but rather a mix or sand,
cement, and very little water. This is placed over the concrete slab to absorb any defects
in the slab, allowing more freedom in divider strip spacing as the strips do not need to
be matched over corresponding concrete slab joints. Directly over the concrete slab is a
thin dusting of sand and then an isolation membrane, separating the sand cushion and
terrazzo surface from the slab.
One finite element model was created using an estimated value of shrinkage.
Assuming the terrazzo is essentially a mortar, curing of mortar typically results in
shrinkage of ½ to 3/4 inch (13 to 19 mm) per 100 feet (30.5 m) or around 0.063%. (ref
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15) This is approximately 2.5 times less than the shrinkage value obtained from testing,
which was 0.16%. Three additional finite element models were created using the
shrinkage value from the laboratory. (Refer to section 4.2) The material properties of
the terrazzo floor and steel edge strips that were used in the finite element model can be
seen below in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1 Material Properties Used in Finite Modeling
Material
Modulus of
Poisson’s Ratio Coeff. of Thermal Expansion
(deg F-1)

Elasticity (psi)
Terrazzo

3.6e6

0.2

5.5e-6

Steel

2.9e7

0.3

n/a (zero)

5.3 Preliminary Finite Element Model
A preliminary finite element model was created before the shrinkage results
from the laboratory were completed. The estimated contraction of 0.063% during
curing was used in this model, which was created with ADINA. The model only needed
to focus around one vent hole so the 7 x 7 foot (2.1 x 2.1 m) slab was cut in half. This
was confirmed by analyzing a full 7 x 7 foot (2.1 x 2.1 m) model and comparing it to the
results of the 7 x 3.5 foot (2.1 x 1.1 m) model. Cutting the model size in half effectively
reduced the time required to analyze the model. Because only the terrazzo contracts
while curing, the sand cushion was left out of the model. The floor was modeled as a
two dimensional solid ½ inch (13mm) thick in plane stress. Nine-node quad elements
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were used in the mesh which becomes increasingly fine towards the vent hole where the
mesh is approximately 0.325 inches (8.3 mm).
The lower left of the slab was restrained with a pin and the lower right was
restrained with a roller. This was to allow the entire slab freedom to contract around the
vent holes. The meshing can be seen in Figure 5.2. Note the global axes; X is normal
to the page, Z is vertical, and Y is horizontal.

Pin

Roller

Figure 5.2 Geometry and Mesh Refinement of Preliminary FE Model

To simulate the contraction from curing, a thermal load was applied. Since the
terrazzo shrinks approximately ¾ inch (19 mm) over 100 feet (30.5 m), it was easy to
relate this to 7 foot (2.1 m) slab, which shrinks approximately 0.054 inches (1.4 mm)
during curing. Using the equation of thermal expansion and contraction, δT=α(∆T)L, it
was determined that an appropriate load of negative 116 degrees Farenheit should be
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applied to produce an equivalent contraction with a coefficient of thermal expansion of
5.5e-6/deg F.
5.4 Results From Preliminary Finite Element Model
After analyzing the model, stress concentrations at the corners were immediately
apparent. Because the cracks occur along the plane perpendicular to the principal
tensile stresses, the most important stress plots are of principal stresses. To check that
ADINA was properly computing stresses, a quick check was done. Table 5.2 shows the
Y, Z, shear, and principal stresses at each integration point of element 546, which is
located immediately adjacent to the upper left corner of the vent hole. The Y stresses
are horiztonal while the Z stresses are vertical. The X stresses, which are not shown,
run in and out of the page and are zero. P1 stresses are the first principal stress, or
tension, while P3 stresses are the third principal stresses, or compression. The values
from the check are shown in Table 5.3.
Table 5.2 Stresses in Terrazzo Adjacent to Vent Corner from ADINA
Element 546
Integration
Point
11
12
13
21
22
23
31
32
33
AVG

Stress (psi, from ADINA)
YY
51
-508
-2112
-340
-668
-1227
-681
-1110
-869
-829

ZZ
-1271
-1352
-1574
-703
-184
296
-136
-17
467
-497

YZ
1469
2120
2897
1470
1422
1362
1229
1124
675
1529

P1
1001
1231
1066
960
1016
1094
850
686
749
962

P3
-2221
-3092
-4753
-2003
-1868
-2025
-1667
-1813
-1151
-2288

The following equation was used to roughly verify the ADINA values by taking
the average of all the stresses at each integration point and using the following equation:
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1st term
2nd term
σ 1,2 = (σy+σz)/2 +/- SQRT[{(σy-σz)/2}2+τyz2]

Table 5.3 Rough Check of Principal Stresses.
Check of Stresses
st
1 term
-663.2994111

nd

2

term

1538.735

P1

P3

875.436

-2202.03

The values for the average principal stresses from the check were close enough
to the ADINA values that the ADINA values were used in examining later models. The
principal directions were found using the equation: Tan(2θp) = 2τyz/(σy-σz) The
principal directions were found to be tilted 42 degrees below the y axis, as shown in
Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3 Principal Stress Directions of Element 546
Recall that element 546 is located at the top left corner of the vent hole. Figure
5.4 shows the 1st principal stresses around this location. The tensile stress at this
location is 962 psi (6.6 MPa). It is clear that the direction of this tensile stress
corresponds to the direction of cracks seen in Figure 5.1.
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Direction of
Tensile Stress

Element
546
Figure 5.4 First Principal Stress (Tension)

The compressive stresses (third principal stress) can be seen below in Figure 5.5.
This figure clearly shows the location of the steel edge strips and also illustrates the
degree to which the stresses are localized at the reentrant corners. The steel edge strip is
uniformly in compression. This makes sense, as it the terrazzo is contracting around the
steel strips uniformly.

Figure 5.5 Third Principal Stress (Compression)
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5.5 Continued Finite Modeling
Three additional finite element models were also created with ADINA in order
to establish a minimum radius recommendation for future terrazzo installation. These
models all used terrazzo shrinkage of 0.16% instead of 0.063%. The first additional
model used a square corner, similar to the existing condition at Logan Airport and the
preliminary model described at the beginning of this chapter. The next model was
identical except for its quarter inch radius corners that replaced the original right angles.
The final model was also identical except it had a radius of one inch at the corners.
The same procedure that was used to results in the preliminary model was used
in the three models with the greater contraction. A terrazzo element nearest to the upper
left corner of the vent hole was chosen in each case. Average stresses are shown in
Table 5.4. Figure 5.6 shows band plots of the tensile stresses for each model and Figure
5.7 shows band plots of the compressive stresses for each model.
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Table 5.4 Average Terrazzo Stresses Adjacent to Vent Corner
Square Corner
Integration Point
11
12
13
21
22
23
31
32
33
Average
Quarter Inch Radius
Integration Point
11
12
13
21
22
23
31
32
33
Average
One Inch Radius
Integration Point
11
12
13
21
22
23
31
32
33
Average

YY
-284
334
778
-1126
-205
602
-1660
-2380
-3302
-805
YY
-2608
-1969
-1438
-2337
-1738
-1166
-1212
-955
-560
-1554
YY
962
825
492
718
526
211
450
202
-90
477

Stresses (psi) from ADINA output
ZZ
YZ
P1
-943
1988
1402
-1807
2073
1596
-2241
1773
1595
-352
2275
1568
-1011
2764
2185
-3031
3444
2679
114
2149
1551
-4189
3738
2465
-4276
6207
2437
-1971
2935
1942
Stresses (psi) from ADINA output
ZZ
YZ
P1
1114
2033
2009
744
1819
1656
658
1521
1456
-26
2847
1891
-121
2358
1563
10
1884
1396
-852
3375
2348
-752
2684
1833
-465
2099
1587
34
2291
1749
Stresses (psi) from ADINA output
ZZ
YZ
P1
-1427
1157
1430
-1493
1550
1601
-1622
2012
1708
-1102
1214
1325
-997
1490
1438
-930
1799
1628
-831
1245
1209
-675
1426
1256
-507
1597
1312
-1065
1499
1434
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P3
-2628
-3069
-3068
-3047
-3401
-5108
-3097
-5264
-10015
-4300
P3
-3504
-2881
-2237
-4254
-3422
-2552
-4412
-3546
-2613
-3269
P3
-1895
-2269
-1709
-1909
-2247
-1591
-1728
-1909
-2613
-1986

Square Corner

Quarter Inch Radius

One Inch Radius

Figure 5.6 Tensile Stress in Finite Element Models
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Square Corner

Quarter Inch Radius

One Inch Radius

Figure 5.7 Compressive Stress in Finite Element Models
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Figure 5.5.1 clearly shows that the tensile stress concentration near the corner
lessens as the corner is broadened. Figure 5.5.2 also shows that the compressive stress
concentration near the corner becomes more spread out across the corner as the radius
increases. This is certainly an effect method to dissipate local stress concentrations due
to sharp reentrant corners within contracting floors.
Comparing the tensile stress values from the two models with square corners, it
is easy to see the effect of increased shrinkage. When the terrazzo contracts 0.063%, the
tensile stress near the corner is 962 psi (6.6 MPa). When the terrazzo contracts 0.16%,
the tensile stress at the same location is 1942 psi (13.4 MPa). Just over double the
shrinkage leads to just over twice as much tensile stress.
The quarter inch radius reduces the tensile stress to 1749 psi (12.1 MPa). This is
an improvement, but still not good enough for terrazzo flooring systems. The one inch
radius brought the tensile stress down to 1434 psi (9.9 MPa) near the corner. If
shrinkage of 0.063% were to be used instead, an approximate tensile stress of 700 psi
(4.9 MPa) would occur with the one inch radius. This is an acceptable value, although
the best way to avoid these cracks is to place perpendicular divider strips at each corner.
It is important to note that the cracks around the vent holes are not dependant
upon the divider strips spacing. Cracking from improper divider strip placement is
typically seen as chipping afer separation from the strip has occurred. A smaller
terrazzo slab would not eliminate shrinkage cracks around vent holes.
The discrepancy between shrinkage values is interesting. When using typical
mortar and concrete shrinkage data, the percent contraction is much less than the data
obtained from the laboratory tests. This is discussed further in chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS

Terrazzo is generally a versatile, durable and low maintenance flooring material.
However, methods of installation and construction are generally based on past
experience rather than specific data. NTMA guide specifications have become industry
standards, but there are many practical considerations that are left up to the installation
contractor. Therefore there is not a clear indication of expected performance resulting
from the guide specifications.
The elevated walkways at Logan International Airport have provided an
excellent case study on terrazzo installation and repair methods. The first two series of
bridges (A and E) exhibited an unacceptable level of cracking in the terrazzo. Cracking
was broadly defined to include separation of terrazzo from divider strips and
deterioration from impact loadings. Cracking typically occurred shortly after opening of
the walkways, but some new cracking has appeared after a period of time in service. For
the next two series of bridges (B and C) installation techniques and construction
methods were altered based on experiences in the first two bridges. While there is still
some cracking in the latter terrazzo placements, it is relatively minor. In addition,
terrazzo flooring in the A bridge and a portion of the E bridge have undergone a series
of repairs since construction. An evaluation of a variety of repair techniques is therefore
possible.
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Objectives of this research project were to determine the causes of terrazzo
cracking at the walkway bridge structures at Logan International Airport, develop
specifications for terrazzo installation to prevent cracking in future structures and
develop guidelines for repairing existing cracks. In order to provide a means for
impacting current practice, QA/QC and implementation procedures were also addressed.
Observed cracks were identified as five basic types: divider strip separation and
cracking, cracking at the ends of moving walkway openings, expansion joint cracks,
bumper support cracks, and vent opening cracks. Each type of damage was addressed
and examined for causes, prevention methods, and repair methods. The causes of
terrazzo cracking include stress concentrations, differential movement, and/or impact
loads. It was found that terrazzo at many cracks and excessive separations deteriorated
due to loading from foot traffic and luggage wheels. In order to mitigate deterioration of
terrazzo, several areas need more attention than is provided in current specifications.
Shrinkage, re-entrant or sharp corners, and material properties are some of these issues.
To address these, guidance on divider strip types and spacing, and specific details at
walkway box outs, expansion joints, and penetrations and embedments were provided.
Some additional criteria for cementitious terrazzo minimum strengths have also been
recommended.
Recommendations for repair techniques, both permanent and temporary were
also included. In general, permanent repairs require removal of flooring to an extent that
new material can be provided to match new construction criteria. Temporary repairs are
worthwhile to prevent further deterioration of terrazzo, but are expected to deteriorate.
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Avoidance of feather edges and better matching of materials could make these
temporary solutions more effective.
The recommendations for changes to existing specifications and proposed repair
methods should provide significant improvements to the performance found in the A
and E bridges. The cost of these changes does not appear to be prohibitive based on
contracts to the B and C bridges where many of these methods were incorporated.
Compared to the repair costs incurred to date in the A and E bridges any additional
initial costs are easily offset by reductions in maintenance expenditures.
With the completion of the compression tests, a final recommendation for a
minimum compressive strength of terrazzo tiles is 5,000 psi. Divider strips should be
spaced no greater than 5 feet (1500 mm) (consider 4 feet (1200 mm)) when using
cementitious terrazzo. This is already listed in the NTMA sand cushion specification,
but emphasis must be placed on adhering to this guideline. Divider strip spacing is
critical in separation minimization and crack prevention. Also, soft joints should be
added in addition to standard divider strips. These should be made of two standard
divider strips spaced, with ¼ to ½ inch (5 to 15 mm) of flexible durable material (such
as neoprene or silicone based material. It is also important that the locations of control
joints are shown on design drawings and construction documents.
The wheel durability tests provide further evidence supporting the importance of
divider strip placement. It is clear that the larger gaps sizes are more susceptible to
wheel damage.
Also, there were a samall number of instances where the tiles formed diagonal
cracks during the durability tests. There are two reasons for this, and both are the result
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of placing the steel clamping bars on the test setup too tightly. The first occurs because
the tile is flexure laterally across the test setup. When the wheel runs over the center of
the tile, they crack towards the clamping bars. This can be seen in Figure 4.21. The
second occurs when the tiles are clamped so tightly that they are only engaged near the
clamp point, which is the center of the test setup longitudinally (the center of the
stroke). Being clamped tightly at their centers, the clamping bars become less engaged
with the tiles towards the end of the bars. The portion of the tile that is clamped is
closest to the center of the clamping bars on either side of the test setup. As the wheel
strikes, the tile wants to move but is only being held by the two small corners closest to
the center divider bar. This causes diagonal cracks as the tile shears away from where it
is clamped. This can be seen in Figure 4.14.
From examining the results of the finite element analysis, a minimum radius of
one inch (2.54 cm) is recommended for all similar installations. If a radius cannot be
installed, perpendicular divider strips should be placed at the corners of vent holes and
other reentrant corners.
Additional examination of terrazzo strength and shrinkage is also advised. It
would be valuable to examine the shrinkage from a larger sample size. Furthermore, it
may be of interest to construct a test that simulates the shrinkage of terrazzo around a
reentrant corner. This physical test could be compared to finite element models in order
to further understand the stresses that arise from terrazzo contraction around effectively
rigid objects.
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APPENDIX A

SELECTED TERRAZZO GUIDE SPECIFICATIONS
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